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Researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory need a way to increase the rate of manufacturing 
of mini-tubular ceramics to be used in testing particulate air filters. This document outlines our process 
from researching and writing an initial scope of work all the way to fabricating and testing a final prototype. 
This journey takes us through the background research, ideation process and selection of a final design. We 
also detail the desired engineering specifications and our concept selection process. We dedicate a 
significant portion of this report to discussion of our final design. We delve into how it was manufactured 
as well as the tests we performed and its successes and failures. We also propose potential areas for further 
development and next steps for sponsors. Overall, this document provides the reader with a comprehensive 
understanding of our design process and results.  
Summary of Revisions 
This document is a revised version of our previous Critical Design Review (CDR) document. Revisions 
were made as suggested by our sponsors, our advisor, and peers. Since submitting the CDR, we have had a 
couple of design pivots which were included and updated in our final design chapter. Also, the 
Manufacturing plan and the Design Verification Plan have been updated to reflect our final manufacturing 
methods and the tests that we were able to perform on our final prototype. Finally, we updated our 
Conclusions and Recommendations chapter to provide the reader with understanding of the areas where 
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Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), a Department of Energy (DoE) funded government 
research laboratory in Livermore, CA, is researching alternatives to traditional high-efficiency particulate 
air (HEPA) filters for use in DoE nuclear facilities. One such alternative involves the randomized 
arrangement of mini-tubular ceramics (MTC) inside a larger cylindrical enclosure (Figure 1.1) 
 
 
Figure 1.1. Arrangement of MTC inside cylindrical 
enclosure, making up the filter unit. The unit measures 2” in 
diameter and 10” in length. 
 
The MTC are made of a nanofiber mesh, which is created by electrospinning a polymer solution with 
ceramic precursors onto a collector drum lined with a protective film. After the mesh is formed it is cut off 
the drum and undergoes a series of manual processes to form the tube, before being heat treated and then 
used for testing. In 2018, a senior design team from California Polytechnic State University, San Luis 
Obispo (Cal Poly), accepted the challenge of automating the process, with steps including from removing 
the backing to sealing the MTC [1]. Although somewhat successful, particularly in rolling and feeding, the 
previous senior design team’s solution had many problems, leading to it not being incorporated into the 
manufacturing process at LLNL. 
This project has now been taken up by our Cal Poly senior design team, with the aim of building on the 
foundation of the first team and making improvements in several key areas. Our team consists of Daniel 
Freeman (Mechanical Engineering), Leo Taranta-Slack (Mechanical Engineering) and Hunter Brooks 
(Mechanical Engineering). We are fourth year students with industry experience in fields ranging from 
glass fiber manufacturing and precision measurement tooling to advanced prototyping and clean energy 
solutions.  In addition to the students, Dr. Hans Mayer, an assistant professor in the Mechanical Engineering 
Department at Cal Poly and the Director of the Cal Poly Microfabrication Laboratory, will be acting as the 
Principal Investigator. The project is sponsored by Dr. James Kelly and Michael Ross, who are leading the 
research into the material engineering of the MTC filters at LLNL.  
2. Background 
To create a reliable, efficient, and effective solution that meets the needs of the sponsor, extensive research 
must be completed into the background of not only the MTC but also the previous solution attempts. To 
attempt this, we delved deeply into related material on cutting, rolling, and sealing in industries that deal 
with thin materials. We analyzed the prior senior projects successes and short coming and conducted an 
interview with a member of the 2018 team. 




2.1 Process background 
The MTC starts out as a solution, made of ceramic precursors and polymers. These precursors are salts 
called nitrates and chlorides, like GaNO3 or ZrOCl. This solution is deposited on a rotating collector drum 
using a potential difference technique, which draws out the solution into a thread-like structure using 
electrostatic repulsion. A schematic of this process can be found in Figure 2.1.1. 
 
Figure 2.1.1 Schematic of electrospinning process 
to form nanofiber threads [1]. 
The collector is coated with a backing, which conducts the negative potential and attracts the “thread”. The 
random orientation of the “threads” on the drum fuse into a mesh structure. Once the film has been coated 
with the mesh, the material is removed from the collector. At this point, the mesh is around 8” x 12” in size. 
The mesh must then be formed into the MTC. This process can be broken down into four stages: cutting, 
peeling, rolling, and sealing.  
First, the researchers cut the sheet of mesh down into smaller rectangles. The dimensions of that rectangle 
are determined by what they want the final diameter and height of the tube to be. After the rectangles are 
cut into the correct size, they are peeled one at a time and rolled around a mandrel into small cylinders.  
Multiple mandrels sizes are used to manufacture tubes of different diameters. Once they have the cylindrical 
shape, the cylinders are sealed by being touched to a warm iron. After the tubes have been sealed, they are 
assessed for quality and sent on to be heat treated. The cylindricity of the tubes is of high importance, as 
each experiment must have the same level of consistency to ensure accurate data.  While they are being 
heat treated the tubes shrink 60% volumetrically which correlates with nearly a 3X reduction in diameter. 
This can be seen in Figure 2.1.2. Finally, the tubes are sent on to the group that is building the filter prototype 
[5]. 





(a)  MTC rolled using LLNL’s current 
method of production (6 mm diameter). 
(b) MTC post heat treatment process (approx. 2 mm 
diameter). 
Figure 2.1.2. Side by side images showing the extreme shrinkage of the MTC from the heat 
treatment process. 
The previous senior project attempted to streamline the MTC manufacturing by automating the 
aforementioned processes. A vacuum was used to secure the mesh-film combination to a table surface, so 
that the backing can easily and carefully be peeled away from the mesh. The vacuum pump is then turned 
off and the mesh moves on to the rolling stage through a series of guiding rollers. The mesh is rolled into 
the cylindrical tube shape by being wrapped around a Teflon-coated stainless-steel mandrel, which uses 
vacuum suction to attract the sheet. The mandrel rotates a set number of times to dictate the number of 
layers in the roll. Different diameter mandrels are used for different diameter tubes. For sufficient testing, 
LLNL requires tubes to be produced around mandrels of 4mm and 6mm diameters.  After being wrapped 
around the mandrel, a cutting device is used to trim the end of the sheet. This process involves an operator 
using a hinged shear to cut the nanofiber mesh after the desired number of wraps around the mandrel has 
been reached. To seal the mesh and finalize the tube, the operator must press a heat-sealing device against 
the mandrel, which bonds the two free ends of the mesh together. The tube is then removed from the 
mandrel and further processed using heat treatment methods before being used for experimental testing [2].  
From the steps outlined above, the researchers at LLNL have highlighted several key areas in which to 
direct the design. Those include the cutting, rolling, and sealing of the MTC.  
2.2 Patent research 
In addition to looking at the existing process, similar industries and patents were researched. One such 
industry was cigarette manufacturing, in which a thin paper must be formed into a small uniform tube. An 
image of the device is shown in Figure 2.2.1 [6]. The device is filed under U.S. Patent 3,911,933. This 
patent is useful as the design provides a solution to a similar problem, that is rolling fine fibrous sheets into 
cylindrical tubes. It also allows for easily manipulatable diametral sizes which is a key characteristic for 
our projects final design. 





Figure 2.2.1. Cigarette rolling device. 
 
Another useful patent is U.S. Patent 20200222839, which was filed by one of the sponsors Dr. James Kelly. 
This patent highlights the final product that are design is helping to propel, the MTC for use as the media 
in filter systems. From this patent, a wider understanding of the project and the end goal is possible. An 
image from the patent can be found in Figure 2.2.2 [7].  
 
Figure 2.2.2. Image of patent showing arrangement of MTC in larger 
filter and describing air flow paths within the filter unit. 
A patent that relates to the lengthwise cutting process of the nanofiber mesh is U.S. Patent 
20170008722A1, which outlines a design to cut saran wrap [8].  In the first meeting with the sponsors, 
saran wrap was used as an analogy for what it is like to handle nanofiber mesh.  This is due to the mesh 
being very thin, its tendency to adhere to itself, and its difficulty in cutting. The patent describes a “Wrap 
Foil Dispenser” , shown in Figure 2.2.3, that provides an easy-to-use device to cut saran wrap for food 
covering applications.  The cutting mechanism consists of a cutter assembly which includes a blade 




(labeled 5 in image below) that glides linearly along a guide (labeled 4 in image below), cutting material 
in its path.  The idea of sliding a blade along a rail to cut the nanofiber mesh lengthwise seems to be a 
valid solution for the first of the two necessary cuts. 
 
Figure 2.2.3. Image of mechanism described by U.S. Patent 
20170008722A1.  This image displays the layout of the Wrap 
Foil Dispenser.  
The above device could be used in conjunction with a mechanism that cuts the nanofiber mesh sheets into 
parallel strips.  The idea would be to first cut the mesh into parallel strips using a mechanism as shown 
below.  This device incorporates blades that run along parallel recessed tracks.  When the user rotates the 
lever, the blades progress along the tracks, slitting the material in their path.  The benefit of using this 
technique is that it provides more consistent results and more strips per cycle than is obtainable from 
other forms of shearing processes [9]. 
 
Figure 2.2.4. Image of mechanism by JJ-Test designed to cut 
plastic into parallel strips. 
2.3 Journal Articles  
To further understand the project and provide a solid foundation for ideation, it is important to look into 
scholarly articles describing some of the functions involved in the design. More specifically, articles 
referencing cutting and rolling will be of most use. 




2.3.1 Cutting Articles  
One possible method of cutting the pre-rolled MTC fiber mesh is by using hot wire, an idea elaborated on 
in an article by Simon Duesner, Roi Poranne, Bernhard Thomaszewski and Stelian Coros in July 2020 [10]. 
In this process, a current is passed through a metal wire connected to two control arms. In the case of MTC 
manufacturing, the control arms could move in the horizontal plane to allow for varying widths of material 
to be cut. Although an efficient cutting method, it requires for the mesh to be moving relative to the wire, 
and so wrinkling becomes a strong concern.  
A book published in 1918 titled “Paper Cutting Machines” provides some insight into several different 
cutting methods [11]. In the book, the author, Niel Gray Jr., describes a machine with “double shear stroke” 
that has a knife passing obliquely through the paper. A diagram of the machine is shown in Figure 2.3.1.1. 
This machine is very useful in the design of the MTC solution as by cutting the mesh obliquely with a 
double shear, it is possible to minimize the wrinkling along the cut line and therefore reduce waste. In 
addition, the device shown in Figure 2.3.1.1 obtains both horizontal and vertical motion of the blade (for 
the oblique cut) from one rotational input. This means it would be easy to automate the design by adding 
one motor as the input rotation.  
 
 
Figure 2.3.1.1. Double stroke paper cutting 
machine.  
 
2.3.2 Rolling Articles 
In assessing multiple options for the rolling mechanism of the design, a study conducted at Stanford 
concluded that roll-to-roll transfer of nanofiber film from the collector onto a secondary roll was 10 times 
faster than directly electrospinning on to the final product spool [12]. This was confirmed during an 
interview with LLNL. The viability of electrospinning the material directly on to cylinders that are the size 
of the final product was discussed, rather than electrospinning onto larger cylinders and having to cut and 
rewrap the cylinders to the correct size. LLNL determined through experiment that using the latter process 




was more efficient because bigger cylinders lead to more material output per hour and that the distribution 
of fibers on the collector was significantly more uniform.  
2.4 Codes and Standards 
During this project we will need to abide by codes and standards related to the handling of a nanomaterial 
and safe building of our prototypes.  When handling the nanomaterial in any way, we will abide by OSHA’s 
requirements to use proper personal protective equipment and work under a fume hood.  Also, when 
building, the electrical components of our prototypes will abide by both the CA Title 24 Electric Code and 
NFPA 70 codes.  We will make certain that our prototypes align with the codes and standards in place at 
LLNL.  Since LLNL is a recognized national laboratory, our project needs to stand up to both California 
regulation as well as national regulation. For example, we will have to abide by NRTL codes as well as the 
afore mentioned codes. We will ensure that our project follows all codes and when it is put in place at 
LLNL as it will have to go through an electrical screening to insure it conforms with their standards. 
2.5 Former Senior Design Project 
As mentioned earlier, there has been one previous Cal Poly senior design team project with the same goals 
[1]. An CAD image of their design can be found in Figure 2.5.1. This project was successful in the peeling 
of the backing film off the ceramic mesh; however, they reported issues with the heat-sealing method and 
having a high tube failure rate. Their design utilizes a sliding cutter mechanism to cut the mesh, a vacuum 
mandrel to roll the mesh and a hot strip sealer to seal the mesh. Due to the success of their vacuum table, 
we will incorporate that part of their design into ours.  
 
3. Objectives 
The main objective of this project is to design, manufacture, and test a method of producing MTC that is 
considered more reliable, consistent, and faster than the process currently being used.  The solution will 




consist of a way to increase the speed of the cutting, rolling, and sealing processes, without compromising 
the quality of the final product [2].  Since the success of the filters is strongly correlated to the geometry of 
the tubes, the objective is to provide an alternate process that is more efficient without compromising the 
form of the tubes. Figure 3.1 shows a boundary diagram, highlighting the processes that the material must 
go through to be formed into MTC. The red box indicates the scope of our project, with the overlaps being 




Figure 3.1. Boundary diagram showing two methods of manufacturing. The sheet can be cut 
longitudinally, then laterally and then rolled, or the tubes can be rolled after they are cut 
longitudinally and then cut axially down to size. Peeling the backing of the material is not included 
as part of our scope due to the success of the last senior project team in that area. Above and below 
the process map are the required inputs to the system. When the scope line cuts directly through 
something it means that that thing interfaces with our project but is not directly in our scope.  
To create an appropriate solution, it is important to become very clear with who our stakeholders are, their 
needs, and the desired engineering specifications. This was achieved through research of the previous senior 
design team’s documentation, and through interviews with the sponsors. A graphical representation of these 
findings can be found in the House of Quality shown in Attachment A.  The House of Quality can display 
relationships between engineering specifications and customer requirements. Going one step further, the 
engineering specifications were confirmed to address all customer requirements.  Next, the customers’ level 
of importance associated with each requirement is correlated with how well the current competitors are 




satisfying the customer requirements.  Our customers consist of the Ceramics and Polymers Group within 
the Materials Engineering Division (MED) of Engineering Directorate at LLNL. Their funding is provided 
through the Nuclear Safety Research and Development (NSR&D), managed by the Office of Nuclear 
Safety. Other stakeholders include the Defense Nuclear Facilities Safety Board (DNFSB).  The competitors 
are the current process being used at LLNL and the previous design team’s Gen. 1 Tube-O-Matic.  The top 
five customer requirements are: fast production rate, reliable results within batch, manipulatable test results, 
batch to batch repeatability, and good MTC shape retention.  We insured that every requirement is addressed 
by at least one engineering specification. 
Since creating the initial Quality Function Design model (QFD), the specifications have been refined due 
to further customer insight [3] [4].  As seen in Table 3.1, Updated Engineering Specifications Table, each 
specification has been given a maximum, minimum, or a numerical tolerance, the risk of meeting each 
specification has been assigned, and the methods of verifying how the end prototype complies with the 
defined specifications have been stated.  The cutting accuracy, tube failure rate, and heat-sealing width 
were identified as medium risk for meeting the speciation as the previous design team struggled in these 
categories.  The process speed was set to medium risk as it has been set beyond what the customer initially 
stated was the baseline to insure a better and faster process than what they currently have.  The mandrel 
adjustability is listed as medium risk because it may be challenging to ensure our machine is modular and 
equally functional for different dimensions. 
  





Table 3.1. Updated Engineering Specifications Table. *Risk of meeting specification: (H) High, (M) 
Medium, (L) Low. ** Compliance Methods: (A) Analysis, (I) Inspection, (S) Similar to Existing, (T) 
Testing 
Spec. Specification  Requirement or Target Tolerance Risk* Compliance** 
# Description (units)       
1 Process speed > 170 tubes/hr Min. M T 
2 Cutting accuracy 1.5 or 2 in (Length), 1/4 or 1/2 in (Width) ±1 mm M T,S 
3 Mandrel adjustability 4mm or 6mm Min. M I 
4 Cylindrical tolerances Roll down 45 degree incline Min. L T,S 
5 Dimensional tolerances (As good or better than current spec) Min. L T,S 
6 Component life 3 years Min. L T 
7 Tube failure rate 85% Min. M T,S 
8 Overall machine dimensions 2 ½' by 4' footprint Max. L I 
9 Price of Device ˂ $5000 Max. L A 
10 Cleaning requirement Water wipe + alcohol wipe all surfaces Min. L I 
11 Heat sealing width 2-3 mm band Max. M T 
12 Replaceability 100% of components are easy to mod/replace Min. L I 
 
Specification 1, Process Speed, was chosen as we must at least match the speed of the current manufacturing 
method. The specification for cutting accuracy was selected as this leads to the required size of tube. In 
addition, the mandrel must be specified to create the required dimensional specification of different tubes, 
as the mandrel is responsible for creating the cylindrical shape. Therefore, we also have cylindricity 
specifications and dimensional tolerances for the tubes. The machine also has specifications of component 
life, price and a cleaning requirement, which will lead to an affordable, user friendly device that will provide 




LLNL with a tube manufacturing mechanism for years. The heat-sealing width specification is important 
as a large reason tubes fail is because they unravel due to poor sealing. Finally, component replaceability 
is included as we want LLNL to be able to modify the design based on their testing results or updated tube 
designs.  
Combining the boundary sketch, house of quality and extensive research, a problem statement can be 
formulated to summarize the objectives of the project. Having a well thought out problem statement 
energizes and inspires the team and ensures that the solution we develop is truly focused on the problem. 
3.1 Problem Statement 
James Kelly and Michael Ross, researchers at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratories (LLNL), need a 
more reliable, faster, and consistent method of manufacturing mini-tubular ceramics (MTC). The MTC will 
be used first experimentally in the design of filter technology to replace HEPA filters for Department of 
Energy (DoE) nuclear facilities before being scaled up for commercial use in other fields. The current 
method of manufacturing MTC involves hand rolling an electro-spun ceramic fabric into small tubes, which 
remains a slow and menial task even after working to improve the process with a senior project in 2019. 
James and Michael need a way to increase the speed of the cutting, rolling, and sealing processes without 
compromising the quality of the end-product. Speeding up the production of the MTC will enable the 
nanotechnology to develop faster and the results will facilitate innovation and improve safety in nuclear 
DoE facilities as well as make operating the facilities more profitable pushing the American energy grid 
towards a greener future. 
 
4. Concept Design  
We began our concept design process by performing a functional decomposition of the problem before 
developing concept prototypes for each found sub-function. These prototypes were then used in Pugh 
matrices and a morphological matrix to arrive at more complex system level designs. Finally, 
after analyzing each concept, we used a weighted decision matrix to find the best features of each concept 
and help steer the design direction. A functional prototype and CAD model were then made before the final 
design was selected.   
4.1  Functional Decomposition  
To break down what may seem like a daunting process into more manageable chunks, we used a functional 
decomposition to lay the foundation for our ideation and subsequent concept design. Functional 
decomposition has three levels: main function, sub-function, and basic function. The breakdown of the 
process into these functions is shown in Figure 4.1.1.   
 





Figure 4.1.1 Functional decomposition of MTC manufacturing method. The main 





After finding each basic function for the manufacturing process, we began ideating solutions for each 
basic function. We aimed for quantity over quality of solutions to give the project as wide of bounds as 
possible. An example output of the brainstorming for the basic function “cuts laterally” is shown 
in Figure 4.1.2.  
 
   
Figure 4.1.2. Jam board ideation of solutions for basic function “cuts laterally”. In 
the Jam board, the ideas are shown in orange, the basic function in blue and the sub-




function in green. You may notice that some of these solutions are not very feasible, 
this is expected and encouraged in the brainstorming step to aid and inspire out of the 
box thinking.  
  
  
The remainder of the Jam board ideas for each basic function can be found in Appendix C. We narrowed 
these basic function solutions down to 5-10 ideas per sub-function using engineering intuition. The ideas 
for each sub-function are visually shown below. To sort through the consolidated ideas, we used Pugh 
matrices for each sub-function. The Pugh matrices are included in Section 4.1.   




4.1.1. Cutting Ideas   
Sketches for the selected cutting sub-function ideas are shown in Figure 4.1.3.   
 
    




Figure 4.1.1.1.c  Figure 4.1.1.1.d  
  
Figure 4.1.1.1.e  
Figure 4.1.1.1 Cutting ideas. Figure 4.1.3.a shows a pizza cutter idea with a rotating blade. Figure 4.1.3.b 
shows a guillotine idea with two sets of fixed blades. Figure 4.1.3.c shows a sliding cutter idea with pins in 
the cutter and slots in the base. Figure 4.1.3.d shows a punch and die idea. Figure 4.1.3.e shows a rotating 
blade idea with alignment grooves in the mandrel.   




4.1.2 Sealing ideas  
Sketches for the selected sealing sub-function ideas are shown in Figure 4.1.4.  
 
 
     
Figure 4.1.2.1.a  Figure 4.1.2.1b  
  
Figure 4.1.2.1c  
 
  
Figure 4.1.2.1. Figure 4.1.4.a shows a pivoting heat strip sealer, where the heating element is pivoted to 
contact the mesh. Figure 4.1.4.b shows the idea of rolling the entire mandrel over a large hot surface. 
Figure 4.1.4.c shows an idea of sealing by touching a hot point on the mesh while rotating the mandrel to 















4.1.3 Rolling Ideas   
Sketches for the selected rolling sub-function ideas are shown in Figure 4.1.5.  
 
    
Figure 4.1.3.1.a  Figure 4.1.3.1.b  
    
Figure 4.1.3.1.c  Figure 4.1.3.1.d  
 
  
Figure 4.1.3.1. Figure 4.1.5.a shows an idea to manually wind the mesh over a mandrel. Figure 
4.1.5.b shows a way to wrap the mesh around a mandrel inside a belt, inspired by the cigarette roller 
patent. Figure 4.1.5.c shows the idea to wrap the mesh using a vacuum powered mandrel. Figure 











4.2 Low-resolution prototypes  
Low-resolution prototypes were made of several of these basic function solutions. These low-
resolution prototypes are intended to be made of household materials. They aid in visual communication of 
ideas, inspire further concept ideation and initiate functionality testing. Several more detailed examples of 
our low-resolution prototypes can be found in the subsequent sections, while the remainder are located in 
Appendix D.  
4.2.1  Cigarette Roller  
A prototype of a rolling mechanism based on a patent for a cigarette roller is shown in 
Figure 4.2.1. Figure 4.2.1.a shows the holes that the rollers (modeled by mechanical pencils) go inside. 
One hole is shaped like an upside-down check mark so that the mechanism can be opened to allow the user 
to place the tube guide (the grey cylinder) inside. To form a tube with this device the user needs to place 
the guide tube inside as shown in Figure 4.2.1.b, close the mechanism as shown in Figure 4.2.1.c and feed 
in the material, as shown in Figure 4.2.1.d. Once the material is in place the rollers are turned and the tube 
is created. Making this concept prototype taught us that the material choice for the belt would be important. 
It must be thin enough that it does not push the mechanism open while also being strong enough that it can 
be used for a long period of time. We might need to be able to seal the belt to itself. In this 
prototype we used tape, but in the final model we may want to sew it closed. This idea would work well 
because it would be able to easily roll different size tubes, simply by adjusting the tensioner (seen in bottom 
















    
Figure 4.2.1.1.a  Figure 4.2.1.1.b  
    
Figure 4.2.1.1.c  Figure 4.2.1.1.d  
Figure 4.2.1. Cigarette roller low-resolution prototype. Figure 6a details the holes for the 
mandrel. Figure 6b shows the tube guide inside the belt. Figure 6c shows the belt being closed around the 
tube guide. Figure 6d shows a piece of paper entering the roller to be rolled around the tube guide.  
4.2.2 Pizza Cutter  
Figure 4.2.2. shows a model of one method of cutting the ceramic fiber mesh, known as the pizza cutter 
method. The model shown is similar to the idea presented in Figure 4.2.1.a. This method utilizes a rotating 
cutter blade attached to a linear rail, which will translate across the width of the mesh and rotate the blade 
as it moves. This allows a different point of the blade to contact the mesh at every point, hopefully avoiding 




wrinkling of the mesh. By completing this model, we realized that the mechanism needs a method of 
moving across the sheet, not just the rotating blade. To achieve this, we made a slot with a bamboo stick 
allowing the blade to move across the width of the sheet. In practice, this could be accomplished by using 
a linear actuator. After completing this model, we also came up with the idea of using a stationary blade; 





Figure 4.2.2.1. Pizza cutter idea low resolution prototype. This model shows the 
rotating blade and a method of translating it across the width of the sheet. The 
blade would rotate to reduce wrinkling. The assembly would translate using a 
linear actuator.  
  
  
4.2.3 Parallel Strip Cutter  
Another low-resolution prototype we created was a parallel strip cutter, using ideas from both a common 
household paper cutter and an industrial plastic strip slicer that we found while conducting product 
research. This is shown in Figure 4.2.3. The concept we were pursuing was a method of cutting many strips 
in one quick motion, thus promoting a high production rate.  Specifically, this prototype tests the basic 
function “cuts laterally” of the sub-function “cuts mesh” from our functional decomposition.  The 
prototype consists of bamboo skewers, foamboard, tacks, and hot glue.  The tacks simulate blades that 
would cut material in a high-resolution prototype. To use the prototype, the user would place piece of 
material between the two sheets of foamboard, align the grooves in the two sheets, and then push/pull the 




blades from one end to the other.  We learned that this concept could be improved by adding a hinge on 
one of the edges connecting the two pieces of foamboard.  Another idea would be to put a second set of 
blades on the mechanism that travel perpendicular to the set that is currently on the mechanism.  This would 




Figure 4.2.3.1. Parallel strip cutter low resolution prototype. This model shows a 
method of cutting a sheet of material into multiple strips.  From left to right, above 
shows the: entire assembly, the colinear guides common to the top and bottom sheets 
of foamboard, and the cutting mechanism.  
  
  
4.3   Pugh Matrices  
A Pugh matrix is used to compare each base function solution to a datum by seeing how well they achieved 
a set criterion. For the criteria, we used the same as the customer needs and wants. For the datum, we used 
the current method of MTC manufacturing which involved peeling the backing off the mesh using a vacuum 
table, hand rolling the mesh on a mandrel and touching the mandrel against a hot iron to create a seal. We 
used a different Pugh matrix for each sub function.   
  
  
4.3.1 Cutting Pugh Matrix  
The Pugh matrix for the cutting ideas is found in Table 4.1.  The cutting step can be broken up 
into the primary and secondary cut. The primary cut will slice the material down to the size that will be 
rolled. Then the material will be rolled to make long tubes. The secondary cut will slice the tubes down to 
their final dimensions before heat treatment.  The mandrel combo with grooves idea scored the highest on 
our Pugh matrix. One of the drawbacks of this design is the idea of rolling the mandrel over stationary 
blades, which may cause wrinkling and is a safety hazard. To combat this, we could borrow the pizza cutter 




idea. This would mean having the mandrel with grooves rotate while in contact with rotating blades that 
align with the mandrel grooves. By having both the mandrel and blades rotating, we can eliminate 
wrinkling. Furthermore, by adding grooves in the mandrel, we will increase the accuracy and repeatability 
of the cut within the batch. This idea can be blended with the vacuum mandrel rolling idea, which would 
keep the mesh on the mandrel while it rotates. The cutter mandrel idea will only work for the secondary 
cut. For the primary cut using a sliding cutter or pizza cutter that would be attached to the current vacuum 
peeler table seems like the best option. This method can be easily added onto the current vacuum peeler 
process and should work effectively.  
 
 
Table 4.1. Cutting ideas Pugh matrix  
 
   Concept  DATUM  1  2  3  4  4  













Automated Process     +  S  +  +  +  
Cuts MTC     S  S  S  S  S  
Cutting accuracy     +  S  +  S  +  
Dimensional adjustability     -  -  -  -  -  
Does not Break Easily     -  S  -  +  +  
Easy to Use     +  S  +  S  +  
Fast Production Rate     +  +  +  +  +  
Minimizes scrap     S  S  S  -  +  
Reliable Results within 
Batch     +  S  +  +  +  
Safe to Use     +  S  +  S  -  
Easy to Build     -  S  -  -  +  
Batch to Batch 
Repeatability     +  S  +  +  +  
Total        4  0  4  2  7  
  
4.3.2 Sealing Pugh Matrix  
The Pugh matrix for sealing ideas is shown in Table 4.2.  From our Pugh Matrix, the “Sealed by Cutter” 
concept has the largest total score by three.  This concept combines the cutting and sealing steps by cutting 
the rolled mesh into tubes using a heated blade.  This will leave the cross--sectional area of each tube sealed 
on both ends.   This concept is an improvement from the currently used process in 7/10 of the compared 
criteria.  The two criteria in which this concept’s performance is worse are in creating a strong bond and 
sealing the MTC.  Although these ideas are important and satisfactory sealing must occur, we believe this 
process will provide us with a solution to the problem of sealing. If in experimental testing we determine 
that the sealing is not satisfactory, we may have to add an element of the other methods while attempting 
to maintain the purity and simplicity of the sealing with cutting. For example, we may heat the blades of 
the pizza cutter idea, and then implement the three-band sealer afterwards. This would ensure a solid seal 
on the edges and in the middle of the tube.   






Table 4.2. Pugh matrix for sealing ideas  
 
   Concept  DATUM  1  2  3  4  5  6  7  
Criteria     
Touch to Hot 
Surface  
Pivoting Heat 
Strip Sealer  
Spot 
Sealing  







Sealing  Sealed by Cutter  
Automated Process     
+  +  +  +  +  +  +  
Batch to Batch 
Repeatability     S  -  +  -  +  -  +  
Does not Break Easily     
-  -  +  +  -  -  +  
Strong bond     
S  S  +  -  S  -  -  
Easy to Use     
+  +  +  +  +  S  +  
Fast Production Rate     
+  -  -  -  -  -  +  
Reliable Results within 
Batch     S  -  +  -  +  -  S  
Safe to Use     
S  +  -  +  S  +  +  
Seals MTC     
S  S  S  -  S  -  -  
Does not deform tube     S  S  -*  +  S  -  +  
TOTAL        2  -1  3*  0  2  -5  6  
  
  
4.3.3 Rolling Pugh Matrix  
The Pugh matrix for our rolling ideas is shown in Table 4.3. From the Pugh matrix, we found that the 
vacuum mandrel concept scored the highest against our criteria. This idea can be incorporated with many 
other ideas, such as the cutter/mandrel combo with grooves idea. A vacuum would allow the mesh to stay 
on the mandrel while it is cut.   To make the process of removing the tubes from the mandrel easier upon 
completing all three of our functions, we plan to add a layer of Teflon to the mandrel.  This will lessen the 
amount of friction within the system. The vacuum mandrel idea could also mean that the user could keep 
the material on the vacuum peeler thereby bypassing the need of moving the material by hand over to the 
roller. The vacuum could also potentially be reversed to push the MTCs off the mandrel once it has been 
cut.   














Table 4.3. Rolling ideas Pugh matrix  
   Concept  Datum  1  2  3  4  











Automated Process     S  +  +  +  
Batch to Batch Repeatability     S  +  S  -  
Does not Break Easily     +  -  S  S  
Easy to use     +  -  +  -  
Fast Production Rate     S  +  +  S  
Manipulatable Tube 
Dimensions     S  S  S  S  
Reliable Results within Batch     S  +  S  -  
Rolls MTC     S  S  S  S  
Safe to Use     S  S  S  S  
Within Budget ($$)     S  S  S  S  




4.4 System Level Concepts  
The next stage of our concept development was to create system level concepts using the top ideas 
found through the Pugh matrix analysis. We also used a morphological matrix, which is found in Appendix 
F. The system level concepts are shown in Figures 4.4.1., 4.4.2., 4.4.3., 4.4.4. and 4.4.5.    
  





Figure 4.4.1. Concept #1.  This system concept incorporates the cutter/mandrel combo 
grooves to satisfy the cutting feature, the vacuum table mandrel for rolling, and is sealed by 










Figure 4.4.2. Concept #2:  This system concept incorporates the multi-axis guillotine to satisfy the cutting 














Figure 4.4.3. Concept #3:  This concept incorporates die cutting to satisfy the cutting feature, a 




















Figure 4.4.4. Concept #4:  This concept incorporates multiple pizza cutters to satisfy the first cutting 
feature, the cigarette rolling technique for rolling, the cutter/mandrel combo grooves will perform the 














Figure 4.4.5. Concept #5:  This concept incorporates sliding cutters to satisfy the cutting feature, a 










4.5 Weighted Decision Matrix  
A weighted decision matrix was then used to compare each system level concept to our specifications. The 
specifications are the same as found in the objectives section of this report. Each specification is assigned 
a weight corresponding to the importance of each specification in the function and goals of the final design, 
with more weight signifying more importance. Each concept is then scored from 1-10 on its ability to 
succeed at each specification. The weighted decision matrix is shown in table 4.4.   
 
 
Table 4.4. Weighted decision matrix for each system level concept design.  
 
Weighted Decision Matrix  
System Level Concept     1  2  3  4  5  
Specification  % Weight  
Process Speed  6%  8  5  6  7  8  
Cutting accuracy  13%  9  9  9  9  9  
Equipment adjustability  4%  6  4  2  7  7  
High cylindricity tolerance  18%  10  7  7  9  10  
High dimensional tolerance of tube  14%  9  7  8  9  9  
Cutter strength  3%  9  10  10  9  10  
Component life  4%  10  10  8  10  10  
Tube failure rate  8%  9  7  6  9  9  
Overall machine dimension  2%  9  7  6  8  9  
Price of device  2%  10  10  10  10  10  
Ability to clean   1%  7  8  7  7  9  
Heat sealing width  10%  10  10  10  10  10  
Component replaceability  2%  10  10  5  10  10  
Pinch Points  4%  6  4  5  7  8  
Follows all regulation codes  5%  10  5  10  10  10  
Airborne nano-fiber control   3%  10  10  10  10  10  
    1  2  3  4  5  
  Score  9.1  7.6  7.4  8.9  9.3  
  
By analyzing the results of our weighted decision matrix and by discussing the top 5 system level ideas, we 
have decided to push the design in a direction that closely resembles concept 1, 4 and 5. These three 
concepts scored highest on our weighted decision matrix and are the concepts we are most confident will 
perform the desired functions. Our final concept will combine the best features of concept 1 and concept 4, 
utilizing a similar procedure shown in concept 5. From concept 1, we will take advantage of the vacuum 
mandrel and roll it over the mesh in a fashion shown in Figure 4.4.1. We perceive this to be the most 
effective and reliable method of rolling the mesh and fixing it on the mandrel. We will also use the heated 
rotating blades to cut and the band sealer to seal, as these ideas scored the highest in meeting cutting and 
sealing specifications. From concept 4, we will incorporate the idea of cutting the mesh while on the vacuum 




table, as well as having some type of tube collection system. Concept 5 somewhat resembles our desired 
procedure; however, we will use heated rotating blades, which have the added benefit of preforming a 
partial seal while cutting the tubes to size, and the collection system shown in concepts 1 and 4.  
  
4.6 System Concept Prototype  
The system concept prototype consisted of a functional vacuum mandrel and cutter-sealer concept 
prototype. Our vacuum sealer functional prototype consisted of an aluminum tube with a 0.25-inch diameter 
bore, a vacuum sealer, a tapered plastic plug, packing tape, and adapters.  The aluminum tube represents 
our mandrel, and it has a linear pattern of holes along its length to anchor an end of the material to be 
rolled.  We used a tapered plastic plug to close off flow at one end of the tube, requiring all the air to travel 
through the holes along its length.  Packing tape was used to further limit the amount of unwanted loss of 
airflow through the interface of the vacuum mandrel with the adapter and the end with the plastic plug. The 
adapters were used to adapt the plastic tube from the vacuum sealer to the mandrel. Below, 
Figure 4.6.1.  shows the finished vacuum mandrel wrapped with plastic wrap.  
 
Figure 4.6.1 Vacuum Mandrel Functional Concept Prototype. Figure 4.6.1 shows the completed mandrel, 
capable of rolling plastic wrap.  This prototype contains each relevant feature that our final mandrel will 
have, including: an adapter to a vacuum pump, a plug on one end, and a pattern of holes. On the left end, 
there is an adapter that interfaces with a vacuum sealer, which provided the necessary suction during testing. 
Our cutter-sealer concept prototype consisted of a #8-32 threaded shaft, two different sized fender washers 
(differing in outer diameter), nylon spacers, and nylon lock nuts.  This prototype was created as a 
demonstration to explain design intent. Our goal was to convey our desire to alternate circular cutters with 
band sealers over the length of our operating region.  We also wanted to show the utility of using sealers 
with slightly smaller diameters than the cutting blades.  As seen in Figure 4.6.2, with this concept, a 
mechanism with an operating region of approximately 8.5 inches would cut and seal 13 MTCs per cycle. 
 





Figure 4.6.2 Cutter-Sealer Concept Prototype. Figure 4.62 shows the desired layout of the cutting 
blades and band sealers, represented by fender washers. This prototype displays our intention of 
having a larger diameter for our cutters than our sealers. 
We intend to translate the vacuum mandrel to the cutter-sealer once the rolling operation is complete. Once 
the vacuum mandrel is properly oriented with the cutter-sealer, both will rotate, thus cutting the MTCs to 
length.  Figure 4.6.3 shows the exaggerated diametral difference between the vacuum mandrel and the 
cutter-sealer.  Our final model will have less of a diametral difference between these components. 
 
 
Figure 4.6.3. Combined System Concept Prototype.  Figure 4.6.3 shows how the 
vacuum mandrel and cutter-sealer will be integrated to perform the cutting and 
sealing operations.  Our intention is for our final vacuum mandrel to have grooves 
for the blades to sit within, disk razor blades substituted for the large washers and 
band sealers substituted for the small washers.   
 




4.7 Testing  
The testing we conducted on our functional prototype challenged its ability to anchor one end of 
the material to the mandrel. The material we tested was plastic wrap since its thickness and material 
properties resemble those of the ceramic mesh our final model will roll.  The sheet of plastic wrap we used 
was 8.5 x 11 inches as this was a representative dimension of the sheets of mesh that Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory from suppliers.  
 
The tested rolling operation consisted of contacting one end of the plastic wrap with the portion of the 
mandrel that has the line of holes.  Once contact was made, the plastic sheet anchored to the mandrel, and 
we then rotated the mandrel while translating from the anchored end of the plastic wrap to the other. We 
successfully wrapped the entire 11-inch length of plastic sheet.  
 
We learned that fewer lines of holes along the circumference of the mandrel provided more suction and 
therefore a stronger anchor when initiating contact with the plastic wrap. The initial mandrel had four lines 
of holes, each 90 degrees apart along its circumference. When attempting to anchor the plastic wrap, it 
failed because the vacuum appeared to be lost through the uncovered holes. To combat this, we 
covered three of the four lines of holes with packing tape. On our next attempt, we cleanly anchored the 
plastic wrap to the mandrel.   
 
Although the plastic wrap was successfully rolled onto the vacuum mandrel, we believe the rolls can be 
tighter through changes to the process setup.  We hypothesized that our rolls would be tighter if we had 
tension on the free end of the plastic wrap.  This will be accomplished when we roll atop the vacuum table.  
We also observed the effect of the electrostatic attraction that the nanofiber mesh is expected to have.  When 
rolling the plastic wrap, we found that its trailing end appeared to seal to itself when rolling was 
complete. This is the same phenomenon that our sponsor had discussed. Figure 4.7.1 shows the testing of 




Figure 4.7.1 The rolling process we tested.  The left image shows the initial plastic wrap layout 
before being rolled and the right image shows the mandrel with plastic wrap fully rolled onto it.  
  




4.8 CAD model  
To further our design direction, aid with communication of ideas and clarify design details, we made a 
rough computer aided design (CAD) model using the software Autodesk Fusion 360. We modeled each 
part independently in Fusion 360 and then compiled the parts into an assembly file where we linked the 
separate components with joint constraints that dictate where the parts can move and how they fit together. 
During the CAD modeling process, we learned more about the manufacturing feasibility of certain designs 
and thought more deeply about how parts will be attached to one another. An isometric view of the model is 
shown in Figure 4.8.1. The model shows the vacuum table, vacuum mandrel, cutters, and sealers as well as 






Figure 4.8.1. Isometric view of entire system. Visible are the vacuum table, table cutter 
mechanism, vacuum mandrel, rotating cutter mechanism and the collector box. Not shown in this 
CAD model is the vacuum tubes that would attach to the back of both the vacuum table and the 
vacuum mandrel   
  
When modeling the vacuum mandrel, shown independently in Figure 4.8.3, we realized the challenge that 
this part would pose to manufacture even if it we do it on a CNC lathe. It would be challenging because it 
is a long tube, so attempting to machine it, especially on the end far from the fixture, the part would deflect. 
It would also potentially fail during machining due to its thin walls. This could potentially be solved by 
choosing a careful order of operations for the CNC for example we would probably want to bore the central 
axial hole as a last step so that the part can maintain its structural integrity for all the other operations. We 
also added a small section at the tip and the base of the mandrel that will cut of a little bit of waste 
material to keep all the rolled tubes perfectly symmetrical. Also shown in Figure 4.8.2 are the grooves 
which aid in the alignment of the rotating blades. This will provide a reliable and clean cut every time. We 
will also need to develop a way to keep the mandrel properly aligned to the vacuum table.  










Figure 4.8.2. Detail of vacuum mandrel engaging with the cutter disks. 
The cutter disks are aligned with the grooves on the mandrel. It can also 
be seen where the sealing disks (the wider and slightly shorter ones) 
would seal the tubes circumferentially at the same time as the cutter 






Figure 4.8.3. The tip of the vacuum mandrel with grooves. The holes drilled 
around the circumference lead into a central tube that is attached to a vacuum. 
By pulling air into these tubes the mandrel will attract the material and keep it 
in place as it is rolled. Once it is rolled, cut, and sealed the vacuum can be 
reversed so that the holes blow the tubes off the end of the mandrel into the 
receptacle box. Other notable features shown include the grooves that sync 
with the secondary cutter shown in Figure 15 and the short section at the tip 
for the excess material.  
  
  
While modeling the secondary cutter shown in independently in Figure 4.8.4 and shown engaging with the 
mandrel in Figure 4.8.1, we developed a new way to perform the band seal operation. By using 
another disk that is thicker and has a smaller radius than the cutter blade the hot disk would simply seal the 
material rather than cut it. We also thought about the manufacturing of secondary cutter and decided 
that we may want to make every disk a separate part that would sit on a shaft with spacers between each 




disk at the end of the shaft would be a threaded section that a nut can be tightened onto to tighten all the 
parts. This would allow for the tube lengths to be modified by changing the size of the spacers.  It would 
also allow for the blades to be taken off to be sharpened or replaced. A downside of this idea would 
be that the heat transfer from the center rod to the sealer and cutter disks would be decreased. Another 
realization that we had while developing the CAD model was that the form of this cutter is very similar to 
a cylindrical heat sync. Because we do not want to be using unnecessary power, we should attempt to keep 





Figure 4.8.4. The tip of the secondary cutter and band sealer. The 
disks mounted along the length of the shaft alternate sharp cutting disk 
to blunt sealing disk. They have slightly different radiuses so that the 
cutting blade pushes through the mech and the Sealing disk just runs 






We also modeled and modified the vacuum table for peeling the material from the previous senior project 
to include grooves for the primary cutter to run along. Modeling the primary cutter, we noticed that we need 
to design track for the cutter to run along so that there is not stress being put on the blades other than in the 
directions that they are cutting. The track and the cutter itself must also be able to go to a “stored” position 
where it is out of the way of the mandrel after the primary cuts have been made.  The primary cutter model 
is shown in detail in Figure 4.8.5.  
  






Figure 4.8.5. The primary cuter mechanism. This mechanism was adapted 
from paper cutter tool with a single blade that is dragged across a sheet of paper 
to cut a strip.   
4.9 Design Direction Modifications  
After presenting our CAD model and system concept prototype to our sponsors, we were given constructive 
feedback as to how our design could be improved.  These modifications would result in a more adjustable 
and user-friendly process.  The first modification to our design would be to eliminate the grooves in the 
vacuum table and vacuum mandrel.  These grooves were implemented in our CAD model with the intention 
of promoting repeatable cutting, but they hindered the system’s adjustability and would likely be 
unnecessary.  If we eliminate the grooves on the vacuum table and the vacuum mandrel, there will be less 
constraint on dimensions of the mesh and the MTCs.  Another modification would be to implement a 
mechanism that guarantees full contact across the roller cutter and vacuum mandrel when cutting and 
sealing. If the axes of these components are skewed or bent then cutting and sealing accuracy and 
repeatability would diminish, resulting in MTCs that would not satisfy the specifications. Next, we need to 
test the sealing performance of the cutting blades and band sealers. Our sponsors were worried our proposed 
sealing method would lead to flaps at each end of the MTCs if the cutters do not completely seal the ends. 
If our process does produce flaps, we would pivot by implementing two sealing bands located closer to the 
end of each MTC.  Another vacuum table modification would be to design a valve system that controls 
which portions of the vacuum table receive suction.  The idea would be to divide the table into small sections 
and branch the main vacuum supply to each section.  The user could then open and close valves to give air 
flow only to the desired portions of the table.  Next, we were instructed to design a support for each end of 
the roller cutter and vacuum mandrel to eliminate a bending effect due to then resembling cantilevers.  Last, 
we will need a mechanism to couple the speed of the roller cutter and the vacuum mandrel.  We will likely 
use either gears or rubber wheels to accomplish this. 
Another action item will be to locate a vacuum that will satisfy our goal of having reversible air flow 
through the vacuum mandrel.  We were informed that this is not a trivial task, as many vacuums may not 
meet our performance requirement. Our sponsors suggested the idea of diverting the vacuum exhaust to be 
our source of positive pressure.  A topic of research and testing for next quarter will be sealing methods.  
An idea posed by our sponsors was to heat the blades and band sealers externally, an idea which differed 




from our initial proposal to heat them internally with a resistor. This idea included placing heat reservoirs 
at the bottom portion of each element's rotation, so they will be heated evenly while rotating. This will 
allow for heat lost to the atmosphere or to the MTCs to be replenished during the next rotation. Using 
external heating will also eliminate the need to have a rotating heating element which will simplify our 
design. Furthermore, the idea of just heating the outer circumference of the blades was discussed. This 
could be achieved by placing thermally conductive material on the circumference of the blade while making 
the blade from a thermally insulating material. This would reduce our heating requirement and increase 
energy efficiency.  
4.10 Challenges and Concerns  
As confident as we are that our design will meet the user needs and wants, the design is not without its 
issues. One concern is the manufacturing of the design. The MTC’s are required to be small, meaning 
our mandrel diameter must be small. This raises challenges in how to drill small vacuum holes in the 
small diameter mandrel without damaging the structural integrity of the mandrel.   
 
Another challenge we may face is making the equipment easily adjustable for different sizes of MTC. To 
achieve this, the mandrel diameter must be variable, and the blade/sealer separation must be variable. Each 
of those two variations has implications for the rest of the system such as motor speed, vacuum pressure 
etc.   
 
We will also want to make the machine as safe as possible and minimize any hazards. The challenge of this 
is how to guard the blades and heaters while still making them accessible for the many adjustments that 
will need to be made during its life. Furthermore, with the addition of a vacuum, there is the potential for 
over-pressurization of certain components which could cause damage or even explosion. We will have to 
ensure that each component under pressure will be able to maintain its structure even with unexpected 
fluctuations in pressure.   
There are challenges associated with the specifications outlined in Table 3.1. One of the biggest challenges 
is meeting the heat-sealing width requirement as this proved difficult for the former design team. The only 
way to tackle this challenge will be intensive testing and design revision. Another specification that may be 
difficult to meet is the tube failure rate. The MTC’s can fail for a variety of reasons: they may fail due to 
poor heat sealing and unravelling, they may be out of tolerance dimensionally and so be worthless, or the 
mesh could tear upon cutting. We will need to control all these variables and their related process steps in 
order to meet our specification for tube failure rate. 
 
To ensure that all hazards are accounted for, we created a design hazard checklist, which can be found in 
Appendix E. The design hazard checklist helps us identify and potential hazards and then pose solutions to 
those hazards.  
  




5. Final Design 
This chapter will discuss our final design, highlighting each component and their respective design intents. 
Our final design incorporates some of the best features of the old senior design teams’ product, while using 
the results of our testing and ideation to build on their weaknesses. Our final design was created with the 
needs and wants of the customer first, with a primary focus on the tube production rate, tube failure rate 
and tube dimensional tolerances. We have designed a product that is intuitive to use while simultaneously 
undertaking many complex operations. An overview of our design is presented in Figure 5.1 below. 
 
Figure 5.1 Overall System Assembly CAD model 
5.1 Final Design Overview 
Our design breaks the MTC manufacturing process into four steps, each characterized by a subsystem. Each 
subsystem is explained in the following sections. The MTC production method begins by placing the 
electrospun nanofiber mesh (the ‘mesh’) face down on the vacuum table; that is, the carbon-based backing 
is faced upwards away from the table. With the vacuum table powered on, the operator will gently peel 
away the backing, exposing the mesh underneath. The backing is disposed of as per laboratory guidelines. 
The operator then proceeds to move the primary cutter assembly over the mesh. The primary cutter 
assembly moves linearly on two linear rail systems placed on either side of the vacuum table. The primary 
cutter uses rotary cutting blades to cleanly cut the mesh. This process will cut the mesh into long strips, 
forming the basis of the tube. After moving the primary cutter back off the table, the operator will then use 
the vacuum mandrel to form the cylindrical tube. The vacuum mandrel must be turned on using a valve, 
allowing air to be pulled through the small holes in the mandrel. The strip of mesh will then be attracted 




upwards. This will pin one end of the strip to the mandrel. The mandrel can be rotated, allowing for the 
wrapping and therefore the tube creation.  
With the vacuum mandrel still powered on, the operator will move the vacuum mandrel assembly over to 
the secondary cutter/sealer assembly. Here, the long tube will be cut into smaller length tubes while 
simultaneously being sealed circumferentially. The operator will apply pressure to the vacuum mandrel 
assembly ensuring a clean cut. The operator will also rotate the mandrel using the handle, allowing the 
entire circumference to be cut and sealed. The secondary cutter will rotate with the mandrel, and the rotary 
blades will cut the mesh. The sealing disks on the secondary cutter/sealer provide the seal via heat. A 
radiative heater situated behind the secondary cutter/sealer will heat up both the blades and the sealing 
disks, allowing them to thermally seal the tubes both on the cutting seam and a central band of the 
circumference. The contact between the vacuum mandrel and the secondary cutter can be seen in Figure 
5.1.1 
 
Figure 5.1.1 Vacuum mandrel contacting secondary cutter sealer, forming the long mesh tube into 
MTC’s 
After the tubes have been cut and sealed, the operator will move the mandrel away from the sealer. They 
can then remove the handle from the mandrel, allowing for the removal of the formed MTC’s. With the 
mandrel being coated with dry lubricant, this should be a quick and smooth process.  
5.1.1 Vacuum Table  
The vacuum table, shown below in Figure 5.1.1.1, allows us to fix the mesh while peeling off the backing. 
It also secures the mesh during the primary cutting phase, aiding in the accuracy and repeatability of the 
primary cut.  





Figure 5.1.1.1 Vacuum table assembly 
The vacuum table in the final design will be a modification to the existing vacuum table, designed and built 
by the previous senior design team. Our feedback and research showed that this device worked well; 
however, we have incorporated several modifications to improve its functionality and its compatibility with 
our selected design.  
The first modification is the addition of metallic measuring tape on the surface of the table. This serves to 
aid in the alignment of the primary cutter blades. Another modification is to the air network. We will be 
using our own pump with exhaust; therefore, we will not need most of the existing exhaust system. We will 
replace the system with simple push to connect adapters and use a valve to divert air flow from the table to 
the mandrel.  
5.1.2 Primary Cutter 
Beginning with the design of the primary cutter system we knew that it needed to be accurate and repeatable 
while still being able to make multiple widths of strips. In order to achieve this goal, we created a design 
where the cutters are easily shifted along a main shaft and then are tightened down to lock them into place. 
This design feature can be seen in the overall assembly in Figure 5.1.2.1.  





Figure 5.1.2.1 Overall all assembly of the primary cutter system. See Appendix J for 
detail drawings. 
 
The main components of the primary cutter overall assembly are the blade holders themselves, the main 
shaft that the blade holder can slide along, the arms that hold up that shaft, and the linear rails and carriage 
system. The exploded view of the assembly shown in Figure 6.1.5 can be seen in the drawing package in 
Appendix J.   
The blade holder assembly shown in Figure 5.1.2.2 has a 3D printed main body and uses off-the-shelf 
hardware from McMaster-Carr to attach it to the main shaft. The shape of the 3D printed body allows for 
the holder to strongly grip the shaft so that it does not shift right or left on the shaft except when intentionally 
pushed. It also has filleted edges at critical locations to reduce the stress concentrations and therefore 
increase overall strength. The circular rotary blade protrudes out of the bottom of the assembly and rotates 
around the axis of a steel press fit dowel that is aligned with its hole. The blade can rotate and cut when it 
is pressed and dragged against a surface in a similar fashion to a pizza cutter. This rotational cutting allows 
for accurate cutting without wrinkling or scrunching of the material. This is incredibly important because 
the material is very thin and therefore can easily be wrinkled or scrunched. The body of the cutter will be 
3D printed with 3-layer walls and 20 percent infill, making the final product sufficiently strong and resilient. 
This strength has been seen in our structural prototype which is discussed in Section 6.2.2 and will be 
further tested when running cutting tests discussed in Section 7.2.  





Figure 5.1.2.2 Blade Holder Assembly. See Appendix J for exploded view. 
 
We decided to use a press fit dowel to hold the rotary blade in place rather than using another small 
removable nut and bold combo because it simplifies the already complicated design assembly as well as 
decreasing the number of pinch points on the overall assembly. We also do not want the user to have to 
reach in close to the blades in order to tighten the nuts if they come loose due to use. The blade holder 
assembly can be easily made for less than $2 plus 3D printing costs per assembly which is an acceptable 
cost to increase simplicity and safety across the assembly.    
Rather than having the blades sit in grooves as we had initially planned, the blades on our current plan cut 
directly on the vacuum tables surface to allow for easy change of strip dimensions.  The only restriction of 
the width of the strips is the thickness of the blade holders themselves. When the blade holders are snug 
next to each other (i.e. the smallest dimension) the strips are cut 25.4mm (1”) wide. This minimum width 
was chosen because it is the lower limit of the sizes that LLNL needs to be able to cut. If the user choses to 
dramatically change the width of the strip they may want to add or remove blade holders onto the shaft to 
increase or decrease the number of strips that are cut. This can easily be done by removing the nut from the 
end of the shaft that is in the slotted support arm ( see Appendix J for detail drawing of arms) and then un-
slotting it by holding the saft and pulling away the arm. Once the one end of the shaft is free, blade holders 
can easily be slid onto or off the shaft.   This same removal and addition process will be used to replace 
blades that get dull or need a cleaning. It is important to be paying careful attention when adjusting or 
removing the blades because they are sharp. Because of implicit risk in using blades to cut the sheet we will 
be including with our project standard procedures developed to always keep the user safe.  
Initially, we planned for the blades to be drawn across the sheet by pushing the shaft and having the cutters 
push down and cut using their own friction against rotation on the shaft. However, with some testing we 
have determined that we may need to add another part that will sit onto of the blade holders and allow the 




user to push the blades down as they draw them across the sheet. By pushing the blades down, they are 
more likely to rotate and preform a cleaner and more consistent cut to the mesh.  
5.1.3 Vacuum Mandrel   
The primary function of the vacuum mandrel is designed to pull a cut strip of mesh off the vacuum table 
and form the cylindrical tube shape of the MTC. A secondary function of the vacuum mandrel is to transport 
this cylinder to the secondary cutter/sealer and act as a cutting surface. The isolated vacuum mandrel 
subsystem is shown in Figure 5.1.3.1.  
 
Figure 5.1.3.1 Vacuum mandrel assembly 
The mandrel itself will be made in two sizes: 4mm outside diameter and 6mm outside diameter. These 
dimensions comply with the MTC diameters assigned to us by the project sponsors. The mandrel consists 
of a steel pipe with 7 x 1mm holes drilled though one side. These holes allow for the suction of air, creating 
a local vacuum and attracting the mesh. From our testing, we found that one strip of holes was best; 
therefore, we implemented that in our final design. In addition, the holes are in the center of the mandrel, 
which is where the mesh will be.  holes are spaced 1” apart on a 12” mandrel, allowing for equal attraction 
force across the width of the mesh. The mandrel is highlighted in Figure 5.1.3.2. 





Figure 5.1.3.2 Vacuum mandrel 
The mandrel is connected to the vacuum via a series of adapters. The first in the series is a compression 
fitting, which connects the outside of the vacuum mandrel and gives a threaded male connection on the 
other end. This connection is threaded into a coupling, which in turn is threaded into a rotary push-to-
connect vacuum connector. The rotating connector allows for the rotation of the vacuum mandrel while 
maintaining the alignment of the vacuum lines. The rotating connector also allows us to quickly connect 
and disconnect the vacuum hose, which is necessary to remove the mandrel. A schematic of the adapter 
system is shown in Figure 5.1.3.3. 
 
Figure 5.1.3.3 Vacuum Mandel adapter system. From left to right: Vacuum tubing, rotating connector, 
coupling, compression fitting, mandrel. 




On the opposite side of the adapter system is the mandrel handle. The handle is used to rotate the mandrel, 
allowing the mesh to be wrapped. A second purpose of the handle is to seal the end of the mandrel allowing 
us to maintain the pressure within the mandrel. The handle will be a press fit on the mandrel, ensuring a 
tight seal, and providing sufficient friction to allow for rotation. To manufacture our handle, we will use a 
3D printer, the details of which will be discussed in the proceeding chapter. The handle is shown below in 
Figure 5.1.3.4.  
 
Figure 5.1.3.4. Vacuum mandrel handle, which acts as a plug and allows for rotation of the mandrel. 
To remove the MTCs from the mandrel, the operator can simply remove the handle. Our mandrel is coated 
with graphite based dry lubricant, creating a non-stick surface for the MTCs and allowing for effortless 
MTC removal.  
Aside from rolling the mesh, the secondary purpose of the vacuum mandrel is to transport the mesh to the 
secondary cutter / sealer. One initial design was to use a system of linear rails, however there was a large 
amount of interference with the primary cutter rails during the design phase. Furthermore, we found that 
the operator could have more control if the mandrel was held by hand. For this reason, the mandrel is a 
standalone component.  
 
  




5.1.4 Secondary Cutter-Sealer 
The primary function of the secondary cutter-sealer is to provide the secondary cutting operation, while 
simultaneously sealing the rolled mesh, thus producing cylinders that satisfy the specifications for the 
MTCs. The cutting operation is accomplished with the use of rotary cutting blades. The sealing operation 
is accomplished with the same cutting blades, along with sealing disks. The rotary cutting blades and sealing 
disks are heated by an external heat reservoir, which allows them to reach a steady state temperature that 
matches the glass transition temperature of the polymer ceramic substrate that the MTCs are made from. 
The loaded vacuum mandrel is pressed between the components along the cutting blade and sealing disk 
shafts, then rotated a full revolution. The full revolution allows for the cutting blades to penetrate the 
circumference of the mesh and allows the sealing disks to provide a band of seal around the entire parameter 
of each MTC. Since both the cutting blades and sealing disks are heated by the reservoir, they both 
contribute to the sealing of the MTCs. The cutting blades seal the ends, while the sealing disks seal the 
middle. Figure 5.1.4.1 displays the secondary cutter sealer assembly. 
 
Figure 5.1.4.1 Secondary Cutter-Sealer 
 
The specifications that the secondary cutter-sealer is responsible for satisfying pertain to the cutting 
accuracy and seal width. The cutting related specification determined by our sponsors relates to the axial 
length of the MTC. The target length is between four and five millimeters. To meet our specification, each 
tube length must fall within 4.5 ± 0.5 mm. In addition, our sponsors specified the MTCs must not unravel, 
thus they must be sufficiently sealed. To provide sufficient sealing, we have determined the nominal sealing 
band width applied by our sealing disks must be 2 mm. To meet our specification, each sealing band width 
must fall within ± 0.5 mm of 2 mm. 




We were convinced that our secondary cutting operation would be successful due to the success we had 
when testing the same cutting blades using our concept prototype. The cutting test was conducted on plastic 
wrap, an analogous material to the nanofiber mesh that the final secondary cutter would be cutting. During 
this testing, we learned that the cutter blades are capable of penetrating and fully cutting multiple layers of 
plastic wrap, while resulting in minimal wrinkling of plastic wrap. Evidence of this success is shown below 
in Figure 5.1.4.2. 
 
Figure 5.1.4.2 Result of the cutting test conducted with rotary cutting blades on our secondary cutter-
sealer concept prototype. 
The cutting length specification is controlled by the component dimensions and layout along the rotary 
shaft. Figure 5.1.4.3 and Figure 5.1.4.4 show the repeated pattern of the cutting and sealing components 
along the rotary shafts. Since the cutting blades are 0.3 mm in thickness, we calculated the nominal 
thickness of the spacers on this shaft to be 4.2 mm to achieve the target MTC length of 4.5 mm.  Since the 
nominal thickness of our sealing band is 2 mm, we calculated the nominal thickness of the spacers on this 
shaft to be 2.5 mm to also achieve the target MTC length of 4.5 mm. The desire to control the thickness of 
the spacers and decrease their tolerance drove our decision to transition from the off-the-shelf washers we 
used in our structural prototype to the custom-machined ones we used in our final design. The default 
manufacturing process for washers is stamping, which results in a relatively large thickness tolerance.  The 
washers we purchased from McMaster-Carr had a span of 1.2 mm, which is larger than what we reached 
when custom machining them on a lathe. 





Figure 5.1.4.3 The repeated pattern of the cutting and sealing components along the rotary shafts. 
The sealing band width specification was satisfied because the thickness of the sealing disks was guaranteed 
within tolerance, as specified by McMaster-Carr. Having properly sized sealing disks was the first step in 
sufficiently sealing each MTC, but we also needed to heat each disk to the proper temperature. To achieve 
the desired steady state temperature, 180°C, we positioned our radiative heater varying distances from the 
cutting blades and sealing disks, collected data points of the steady state temperature of the sealing disks, 
created a second order polynomial trendline, and calculated the ideal distance. From this we determined the 
heater should be placed 5.5 cm from the sealing disks to deliver a proper seal. 
The secondary cutter sealer consists of rotary shafts, rotary cutting blades, spacers, sealing disks, shaft 
collars, supports, and fasteners. All components and materials besides the rotary cutter blades were 
purchased from McMaster-Carr. The blades were purchased from Amazon.  The built components were the 
spacers, sealing disks and the supports. Both the spacers and sealing disks were manufactured from round 
stock aluminum using a lathe and water jet, respectively. The final design includes two identical triangular 
vertical supports, which are attached at each end of one rectangular horizontal support using socket head 




screws. The supports were manufactured using a water jet, drill press, Dremel tool, and angle grinder. The 
drill press was used to enlarge the holes toward the top of each vertical support, which is the location where 
the rotary shafts rotate within. 
The overall layout of the secondary cutter-sealer is shown in Figure 5.1.4.1. The length of the horizontal 
support was determined such that there would be room for an 8.5 in (216 mm) operating region for cutting 
and sealing, two shaft collars and a small buffer to allow for tolerance stack up from the spacer and sealing 
disk thicknesses. One shaft collar was placed on each end of the rotary components on the cutting blade 
and sealing disk shafts to keep them from translating axially along each shaft. Another pair of shaft collars 
were placed on each rotary shaft, both on the outside faces of the vertical supports. This eliminated the shaft 
from translating, and thus restricted the shaft to fixed axis rotation. The vertical supports have a triangular 
geometry and a cutout positioned near the two holes for the rotary shafts so that they did not interfere with 
the cutting and sealing process. As shown in Figure 5.1.4.4, the cutting blades and sealing disks protrude 
out far enough so that they will interface with the vacuum mandrel. 
 
Figure 5.1.4.4 Side orthographic view of the secondary cutter-sealer assembly showing the cutting 
blades and sealing disks protrude out beyond the vertical supports to prevent interference while cutting 
and sealing. 
 




5.2 Structural Prototypes 
We made structural prototypes of key components of each subsystem. These prototypes were made to test 
the feasibility of manufacturing each component, as well as to be used for testing.  
5.2.1 Primary Cutter 
The structural prototype of the primary cutters purpose was to verify the manufacturing techniques used to 
make it and to have something to test the rotary cutter concept on the mesh that LLNL shipped to us. In 
Figure 5.2.1.1 you can see the fully assembled structural prototype. The structural prototype consists of the 
main blade holder body, which will be made through FDM 3D printing, the rotary cutter blade ordered from 
Amazon, 2 sets of hex head screws with a washer and nut to match all ordered from McMaster-Carr, and a 
3/8” nominal shaft for it to sit on also ordered from McMaster-Carr. 
 
  
Figure 5.2.1.1 Primary Cutter Structural Prototype 
 
Making the structural prototype helped us dial in the dimensions for the 3D printed parts. It is notoriously 
challenging to get fits correct with a 3D printer that you are not used to. To determine the final dimensions 
of the part once it is printed you must take into account the size of the extruded plastic which is laid directly 
down where the edge of the model would be. Because of this the interior holes must be modeled 1 diameter 
of the extruded material larger than you want the final product to be. This was critical for the dowel hole, 
the holes for the bolts, the hole for the main shaft, and for the slot for the rotary blade to sit in. We made 
the dowel pin to be press fit so that once pressed into place it would stay securely in its location. We allowed 










for cutting cloth operate. We believe that this slight friction helps to ensure that the blade does not have any 
wobble in its rotation as well as to ensure that the operator is pushing the blade down against the cutting 
surface rather than just gently rolling the blade atop the material and not getting complete penetration.  
We also learned that we should selectively support the 3D print. Supports in 3D prints allow for overhanging 
portions of the model to be supported from underneath making there printing possible. Sometimes however, 
the software thinks that something should be supported when it is not necessary which increases the print 
time, worsens the surface finish on that area, and are sometimes hard to remove. This was the case for both 
the hole for the dowel as well as the holes for the hex head screws. In order to remove the support in this 
area while still supporting the hole with the relief slot for the main axis we utilized a feature in our slicing 
software (Cura) where you can import another body to cover up the locations where you don’t want supports 
to be printed. An image of what this looks like in Cura is show in Figure 5.2.1.2. 
 
Figure 5.2.1.2 Primary Cutter Structural Prototype 
  
5.2.2 Vacuum Mandrel 
The vacuum mandrel structural prototype consisted of creating the vacuum mandrel and the adapter system. 
Our primary concern with the vacuum mandrel was the ability to machine 1mm holes though one side of 
the pipe. We were concerned with the ability to hold the pipe, the possibility of accidentally plunging too 
far, and the risk of breaking the flimsy 1mm drill bits.  
The development of the mandrel was a success. It is imaged below in Figure 5.2.2.1. Also featured in Figure 
5.2.2.1 is the adapter system. The adapter system, as discussed previously, is used to connect the vacuum 




pump to the vacuum mandrel. The assembly of the system is simple; it is merely a sequency of threads, 
followed by a push-to-connect for the vacuum line.  
All parts used in the structural prototype were sourced from McMaster-Carr and totaled approximately $20. 
The low cost of this prototype is beneficial because many 1mm drill bits were broken during the 
manufacturing process. Furthermore, the low cost means that many mandrels can be made, which is 
important because we will need both a 4mm and 6mm diameter mandrel.  
 
Figure 5.2.2.1. Mandrel Structural Prototype. Seen are the mandrel and the vacuum adapter system 
 
 
5.2.3 Secondary Cutter-Sealer 
The structural prototype for the secondary cutter-sealer was built using many of the same items as will be 
used for the final design.  The items used, as shown below in Figure 5.2.3.1 include a threaded shaft, rotary 
cutter blades, spacers, washers, and nylon locknuts. The notable differences include the diameter of the 
threaded rod and the bore diameters of the rotary cutter blades, spacers and sealing disks (washers), and the 
use of washers in place of the sealing disks. This prototype was intentionally created with the correct 




number of cutter blades, spacers, and sealing disks to allow for five MTCs to be produced from it per cycle. 
This is sufficient for the tests we have planned to conduct on it. 
 
Figure 5.2.3.1. Secondary Cutter-Sealer Structural Prototype. 
The structural prototype was created with the intention of being used to conduct tests aimed to validate 
critical aspects of the design of the secondary cutter-sealer.  This prototype will be used to test the cutting 
blades and sealing disks’ ability to reach the desired steady state temperature, the cutting blades ability to 
repeatably cut the mesh without wrinkling, and the cutting blades and sealing disks’ ability to seal the 
MTCs.   
All of the parts used to build the structural prototype, besides the rotary cutter blades were purchased from 
McMaster-Carr. The rotary cutter blades were purchased from Amazon.  The modified parts included the 
aluminum spacers and the rotary cutter blades.  Since the smallest size inner diameter for a washer of 28 
mm outer diameter was 9 mm, we constrained the bore sizes of each component to 9 mm and selected a 
shaft size of 8 mm.  This required us to enlarge the bores of the aluminum spacers and the cutting blades 
since they had nominal diameters of 4.2 mm and 5 mm, respectively.  The bores of the spacers were enlarged 
using a manual lathe and a 9 mm drill bit.  Figure 5.2.3.2 shows images of the aluminum spacers before 
and after the bores were enlarged.  Since the cutting blades are made of 0.3 mm hardened tool steel, they 
were very brittle, and thus a challenge to machine.  The process used to enlarge the bore diameter of the 
cutting blades was using a mechanical punch.  The major diameter of the shaft measured 7.8 mm, so we 
selected a 5/16 in (7.9 mm), which provided enough clearance to slide the cutter blades on the shaft.   





Figure 5.2.3.2. Aluminum Spacers Before (Left) and After (Right) the Bore was Enlarged for 
Structural Prototype Build. 
 
Although we were able to successfully enlarge the bore size of six cutter blades, we fractured six of them 
in the process.  We decided to change our constrained bore size from 9 mm (washer) to 5 mm (cutter blade) 
to avoid manufacturing cutter blades in the future. This resulted in a 5 mm bore size for the spacers and 
sealing disks and the use of an M5 threaded rod.  Another design change that was discovered through the 
production of the structural prototype was increased outer diameter of the spacers. The increased outer 
diameter of the spacers will result in a smaller segment of cutter blade and sealer disk protruding outward.  
Therefore, this change will result in fewer thermal losses from the system due to convection. 
 
5.3 Indented Bill of Materials 
The indented bill of materials (iBOM) serves as a tool to break down the entire assembly into smaller 
components. Our iBOM shows the derivation of part numbers from their parent assemblies, contains the 
quantities and costs of each purchased, modified, or custom component, and lists the source of each 
component. Our iBOM is included in Appendix G. 
The iBOM separates out our assembly into constituent parts. In total, our design contains 78 parts. Of this 
number, 20 are custom manufactured, with the remaining being purchased or modifications of existing 
components. We used off-the-shelf components where possible, as this allows the users to easily source 
replacement parts. Most of our components are sourced from McMaster-Carr and Amazon, with others 
being purchased from local retailers. The iBOM contains part numbers of these purchased components, as 
well as quantities, costs, and vendors.  
5.4 Safety, Maintenance and Repair 
Safety is a primary concern with any engineering design, and our product will be made with the wellbeing 
of the operators at the forefront of our minds. To aid in the safety analysis of our design, we performed a 
design failure mode and effects analysis (DFMEA). This can be found in Appendix J. In addition, our 
thorough user manual provides instructions for safe operation and product maintenance.  




As identified in the DFMEA, the largest safety concern with our entire system is that of the two systems 
containing cutting blades. These can cause harm if not treated properly and with due respect. The hazardous 
surfaces are painted yellow to indicate danger. Blade-proof gloves must be worn during maintenance. Our 
user manual gives details as to appropriate PPE. Another hazard is that of the heater. Due to the high 
temperatures, heat proof gloves must be worn during operation.  
The modular construction of our design aids in the ease of maintenance of the product. Each subsystem can 
be detached from the main vacuum table, as they are all attached via fasteners. The vacuum table may 
require maintenance to examine the condition of the seals. If there is a leak, there should be an audible 
‘whistle’. The operator may also notice a drop in vacuum pressure. To fix this, the operator can remove the 
tabletop and replace the seals. Furthermore, it may be necessary to check the vacuum fittings for losses. 
Another possible area of maintenance with the design may be the vacuum mandrel assembly. If the adapter 
system is not correctly tightened, there may be an air leak. Thankfully, the vacuum mandrel can be easily 
removed by first disconnecting the vacuum line and then pulling out the mandrel. The operator can then 
retighten the adapter system and replace it, as necessary.  
The primary cutter is designed to have easily removable and adjustable parts to insure both simplicity and 
safety. The blade holder assemblies are designed to be cheap and easy to replace so that rather than having 
to put on and adjust a new blade, which can be a somewhat dangerous process, the user can just put on 
another one that is already made. If all the spare blade holder assemblies have been used the shop at LLNL 
should be able to easily be able to make one with the instructions, we will provide.  
In order to clean the blades of the primary cutter in case they get jammed with mesh, the blade holder 
assembly should be removed, and the hardware should be taken off. The blade holder main body with the 
rotary blade still attached can be submerged in water. The mesh material is easily broken down and 
dissolved by water so submerging it in water will get rid of any mesh residue.  
The secondary cutter / sealer assembly can be maintained with ease. The assembly is open, so cleaning it 
with any cleaning spray is simple. To disassemble the secondary cutter / sealer, the operator can simply 
unscrew the nuts at either end of the structure and remove the components from the threaded rod. 
5.4.1. User Manual 
Our user manual is included as Appendix K. The user manual is to be sent to our sponsor along with the 
device. In the manual, we outline correct set up and operating procedures. We also detail important safety 
tips. A maintenance schedule and Q&A section is also included.  
6. Manufacturing Chapter 
The manufacturing of the main system is broken down into the four subsystems. Each subsystem will then 
be assembled around the central vacuum table in a modular fashion, secured to a base board. The base 
board, made of plywood, allows a cheap and easy way to arrange the components and control their relative 
positions. The various subsystems are each connected in separate ways: the primary cutter is connected to 
the table via a linear rail system, whereas the secondary cutter / sealer is connected via the base board. The 
mandrel is connected to the table via a magnet. Part drawings, as well as exploded assembly drawings, can 




be found in Appendix J. All parts are also listed in our iBOM, found in Appendix G. An image of the 




 Figure 6.1. Final Assembly  
 
6.1 Vacuum Table and Base Board 
The vacuum table is a pre-existing component designed and built by the previous senior design team. The 
table is used as is but with several modifications.  
The first modification is the addition of metallic measuring tape on the surface, allowing for ease of primary 
cutter alignment. This tape has an adhesive backing and was simply stuck to the surface. The vacuum table 
is shown in Figure 6.1.1. 







 Figure 6.1.1. Vacuum Table  
We also modified the pump system used to pull vacuum through the table. As our pump has an exhaust, we 
removed the exhaust from the table. We also shortened the air lines to reduce pressure loss. A two-way 
valve was purchased to control the flow between the vacuum table and the mandrel. This valve was secured 
to the table using hose clamps, washers and wood screws. An overview of the plumbing network is shown 





 Figure 6.1.2. Plumbing Network Overview  
The entire assembly is mounted on a base board made of plywood. This was chosen as it is a cheap and 
easy solution, perfect for a research project where dimensions may change based on tests. The vacuum table 
is located using steel pins which lock into holes, and both the primary and secondary cutters are locked in 
place using nuts and bolts. Counterbored holes are drilled underneath to allow tool clearance for the nuts.  




6.2 Primary Cutter 
To simplify the manufacturing process of the primary cutter system we used as many off the shelf parts as 
possible. The primary cutter system is made up of the 4 main components: the blade holder assembly, the 
main shaft, the support arms, and the linear rails. This section we explain the manufacturing process for 
each of those components. 
The blade holder assembly was made in the same fashion that it was for the structural prototype talked 
about is Section 5.2.1. All the hardware (the dowels, hex head screws, nuts, and washers) were procured 
from McMaster-Carr and the rotary cutter blades were procured from Amazon. We FDM 3D printed the 
main body out of PLA with selective supports and removed the supports once the print was competed. After 
the part was cleaned, it was selectively painted by covering all of surfaces but the bottom with painters’ 
tape and spray painting the bottom with a yellow spray paint. The bright yellow bottoms of the blade holders 
warn the user that they are being exposed to blade side of the Primary cutter. See Figure 6.2.1 for an image 
of the blade holder after it was cleaned, assembled and painted. 
 
Figure 6.2.1. Blade holder after cleaning, painting, 
and locating the blade. 
 
 We then inserted the rotary cutter blade into the slot in the bottom of the main body. Then the dowel pin 
was pressed into the small hole on the side of the body and through the hole in the center of the rotary cutter 
blade. We found that it was best to press in the dowels carefully with a hammer rather than with a press. 
This is because the press was easily able to break the rotary blade, made of hardened steel, if the holes were 




not properly aligned. Once the blade is in place take extra precaution handling the assembly because the 
added cutting hazard. Next the hex head screws were inserted through the holes in the top of the body and 
tightened down slightly with the washer and nut on the other side. Repeat this assembly process with all 
the remaining blade holder assemblies. We are sending LLNL 10 of the fully assembled blade holder and 
the makings for 10 more. Leaving 10 of them unassembled allows the blades for those ones to remain 
unexposed to the moisture of the atmosphere, and therefore stay sharp. It also has the added benefit of being 
more efficient for storage and decreasing the cutting hazard. LLNL will also be able to manufacture more 
of the assemblies with the given part file of the blade holder. An exploded view of the blade holder assembly 
can be found in Figure 6.2.2.  
 
Figure 6.2.2. Blade holder assembly exploded view. 
 
The main shaft is a 36” long 3/8” steel shaft purchased from Mc Master-Carr. No modification to the shaft 
was necessary besides cutting it down to 27” and grinding a slight chamfer on the cut side. See the detail 
drawing and exploded view of the part in P000, P100, P101,P200, P301, and P302 A-B of Appendix J. 
The support arms were waterjet out of 3/16” low carbon steel and then welded into their final form. Because 
of the inaccuracies of the water jet machine, the ¼ “ holes for fixing the arms to the carriages needed to be 
drilled out to their final dimension.  
Initially we attempted to manufacture the support arms out of aluminum but welding it proved to be very 
challenging. When welding aluminum the parts need to be very clean because aluminum oxide is 
electrically nonconductive, so it prevents a good bead from forming. The steel stock was much easier to 
weld and gave more professional results. To properly fixture the part, it was put into a corner vice as seen 
in Figure 6.2.3. We then MIG welded the two parts together by tacking both sides of the line so that it would 
hold together outside the vice and prevent heat warping. Then we took the part off the corner vice and 
moved it to the edge of the table with the long edge hanging down so that we could perform the weld 
horizontally instead of vertically. To weld over the tacked locations, we brushed them and scrubbed them 




with acetone again. We then preformed the horizontal weld and took it off the vice and laid it on the table 
to weld the interior corner. Because the strength of this piece was not important in the success of the final 
prototype the weld was only done on the bottom of the piece to have a neat presentation and proper space 
for tooling. After the welds were done, they were ground flat so that they would sit flush on the carriages. 
Finally, the support arm was sand-blasted and then sprayed with a protective enamel spray paint to keep 
the steel from rusting. This same process was performed for both sets of support arms. See the detail 
drawing of the parts and assembly (P302,P302A,P302B) in Appendix J.  
 
Figure 6.2.3: Support Arms in Corner Vice 
 
The linear rails were bought directly from Mc Master-Car at the proper length so that they required no 
manufacturing.  The linear rails were bolted onto the table on either side of the vacuum table.  Next, the 
support arms were bolted to the carriages with 4 M6 bolts. Finally, the carriages were slid onto the linear 
rail. See the detail drawing of the part (P200) in Appendix J. 
The primary cutter blade holder assemblies were then slid onto the main shaft. During this stage it was 
important to always be aware of the location of the blades to ensure personal safety. After the blade holders 
were placed on the shaft one shaft collar was slid on each side. Next, the shaft was placed into the support 
arms and the two interior shaft collars were moved out until they contacted the support arms, there they 
were tightened onto the shaft. Finally, the last shaft collar was slid on the shaft on to one side. After pushing 
it as far as possible onto the shaft the collar was tightened down. See detail drawing of the final overall 
primary cutter assembly(P000) in Appendix J  
6.3 Vacuum Mandrel 
The vacuum mandrel was manufactured from a piece of 1030 carbon steel tubing. After input from LLNL, 
it was confirmed that only one size (4mm) of tube was required, so the piece of steel tubing purchased had 




dimensions of 4mm OD with a 1mm wall thickness. The first step was to cut the tube to length, as dictated 
by our drawing package. A 15” length would be sufficient to cover the entire width of the vacuum table as 
well as reach over to the linear rail system. The tubing was measured and marked out before being cut by 




 Figure 6.3.1. Cutting Mandrel with Pipe Cutter  
This method of cutting was chosen instead of a band saw as it would not damage the inside of the pipe by 
pushing material in one direction. Instead, the cut is uniform and radial, leaving the inside of the pipe clear 
for airflow.   
The next process in making the vacuum mandrel was to drill our 1mm holes through one side, which allows 
vacuum to be pulled and the mesh to be picked up. To do this, we marked and drilled one hole using a pillar 
drill and a micro chuck. To drill the rest of the holes, we made an aluminum jig. This increased 
manufacturing rate and aided in repeatability of holes. The jig consisted of a small piece of aluminum with 
a 4.5mm hole drilled for the mandrel. In the top of the jig are two 1.5mm holes spaced 1” apart. This allows 
clearance for a 1mm drill bit to drill into the tube. Our first drilled hole in the jig was aligned with the first 
hole drilled in the tube and secured with a broken 1mm drill bit (of which there were many). Then, the pillar 
drill was used to drill through the adjacent hole in the jig and into the tube. Once this was complete, the 
broken drill bit was removed from the old hole, the tube slid through the jig until the new hole aligned with 
the second hole in the jig, and the process was repeated. The jig and micro chuck can be seen in Figure 
6.3.2.   







 Figure 6.3.2. Drilling Holes in Mandrel  
To rotate the mandrel, we 3D printed a handle using PLA plastic. This method is similar to that of the blade 
holder, discussed in the previous section of this report. The mandrel was then coated in a graphite based 
dry lubricant to aid in MTC removal. The final mandrel is shown in Figure 6.3.3. Also, in Figure 6.3.3. is 




 Figure 6.3.3. Vacuum Mandrel  
  




6.4 Secondary Cutter-Sealer 
The secondary cutter-sealer consists of a combination of purchased and built parts.  The built parts were 
manufactured from stock aluminum, which was purchased from McMaster-Carr. The sealing 
disks and horizontal and vertical supports were machined from stock aluminum plate.  The reason for 
manufacturing the sealing disks from aluminum plate instead of round stock is due to the most critical 
dimension being the thickness, which was held to a tight tolerance for the entire length of the plate.  Water 
jetting was selected as the cutting operation because it was able to quickly cut the parts within our 
tolerance. The specification that the secondary cutter sealer controls is the length of each MTC, the target 
value being between four and five millimeters.  This value is controlled by the thickness of each component 
along each of the shafts. These components are the cutting blades, spacers, and sealing disks.  Since we 
targeted a seal band of two millimeters per MTC, we selected aluminum plate of this thickness for the 
sealing disks.  With the nominal thicknesses known for the cutting blades and sealing disks, we were able 
to calculate the range of thicknesses that the spacers on both the cutting blade and sealing disk shafts that 
would yield MTC lengths within our acceptable range.    
 
The spacers were turned on a manual lathe from 25 mm diameter round stock 6061 aluminum. The process 
involved: turning down the diameter of the stock to 20 millimeters, drilling a five millimeter bore through 
the center of the workpiece, and finally parting off segments of the desired thickness.  To produce spacers 
for the sealing disk and cutting blade shafts, the spacers needed to be 2.5 mm and 4.2 mm in thickness, 
respectively.  Figure 6.4.1 displays machined spacers.  After the spacers were parted off, the spacers were 





 Figure 6.4.1. Spacers for the cutting blade and 
sealing disk shafts.  This picture was taken after 
each spacer was turned and before they were 
deburred and sanded. 
 
 




The sealing disks and the horizontal and vertical supports all utilized water jetting as their preliminary 
manufacturing process.  The water jet was used to cut the profiles of the vertical supports and undersized 
holes to interface with the 5 mm stainless steel rotary shafts and the 5-40 socket head screws.  A drill 
press was then used to enlarge the 5 mm holes to allow for a clean mate with the rotary shaft, resulting in 
minimal play.  Next, the holes that interface with the 5-40 screws were enlarged with a #29 drill bit so 
that there would be clearance.  An in-progress vertical support is shown below in Figure 6.4.2.  The final 
vertical support has another 5 mm hole positioned vertically beneath the one shown in the 
image.  Afterward, a Dremel tool was used to cut an arced profile towards the top of the support to allow 
for the vacuum mandrel to interface with the rotary components on each of the shafts.  An angle grinder 





Figure 6.4.2: In-progress vertical support for the 
secondary cutter-sealer.    
 
The length and width of the horizontal support were manufactured from the stock aluminum plate using 
the water jet.  Afterward, the holes that mated with the 5-40 screws were drilled and tapped using a manual 
mill.  The aluminum plate was fixtured within the mill vise such that the stock was held upright with the 
short face oriented upward.  Four holes with their pattern mirroring the one cut into the vertical supports, 
for the 5-40 screws, were cut and tapped on the top face and bottom faces of the fixtured part.  The hole 
positions are shown in Figure 6.4.3, with the holes mirrored on the opposite side of the part that is fastened 
to the vertical support.  An image with the horizontal and vertical supports assembled is shown in 
Figure 6.4.4.  The manual mill was effective in aligning the holes on the horizontal support such that 
the holes that mated with the five-millimeter threaded rod in the vertical supports were aligned, resulting in 
low friction when rotating the rod.  









Figure 6.4.3: Manufactured secondary 






Figure 6.4.4: Assembled secondary 
cutter sealer supports.  
 
 
The next parts to be manufactured were the sealing disks. This was accomplished by cutting both 
the outer and inner diameters from aluminum using the water jet. Notches were left on them such 
that they did not fall into the water bath below the waterjet. Images of the aluminum plates after the 
features of the sealing disks were cut are shown in Figure 6.4.5.  Next, the sealing disks were removed 
from the stock and the notches were removed using a belt sander. Along with Figure 6.4.4, an additional 
image of the assembled secondary cutter sealer is shown in Figure 6.4.6.  
 




















The heater is an integral part of the secondary cutter sealer assembly, as it allows the sealing disks to 
reach the temperature required for successful sealing.  At 180°C, the nanofiber mesh is at its glass 
transition temperature, which corresponds to the temperature in which sealing occurs.  The heater 
assembly includes a Ceramic E-mitter produced by Tempco, a reflector, a mounting clip, two L 
brackets, and two screws and locknuts.  The Ceramic E-mitter is a ceramic radiative heater with 
dimensions of 2.36 in x 9.65 in and a maximum temperature of 624°C.  We selected this heater because 
our assembly has a working length of 9.65 in and it is capable of bringing our sealing disks to the 
required temperature to seal the MTC.  The reflector has a slot in its middle for the ceramic heater to be 
mounted within and the mounting clip allows for the position and orientation to be fixed within the 
reflector.  The L brackets act as supports to hold the heater at the desired height such that the vertical 
centerline of the heater is positioned horizontal with the centerline of the rotary shaft that holds the 




sealing disks of the secondary cutter sealer.  The front and back views of the heater assembly are shown 













Figure 6.5.2 Back view of heater 
assembly.    
 
For the heater to produce heat, an electrical circuit was wired.  This circuit consists of a connector, fuse 
holder, switch, rheostat, terminal block, and the heater.  The heater is rated for 120V AC due to that 
being the voltage source available to LLNL in the facility where it will be used.  Since the heater is rated 
for a power of 650 Watts and a voltage of 120V, the rated current capacity is approximately 
5.4 amps.  For this reason, the fuses used in this circuit are rated for five amps so a fuse is blown before 
the heater is damaged. The fuse is also placed nearest to the connector so that it fails first, exposing no 
other component to a damaging amount of current.  A wiring schematic is shown in Figure 6.5.3.  The 
finished wired box is shown in Figure 6.5.4.  To ground the circuit, the portion of the heater supports 




that are coincident with the back face of the reflector were sanded with a belt sander to remove 
paint.  This sanding procedure removes the layer of paint that would act as an insulator, resulting in an 




























Figure 6.5.5: Ground heater supports. 
 
 
The wiring for the circuit is isolated within a temperature resistant fiberglass box to eliminate 
the risk of electrocution.   The fuse box, switch, and knob of the rheostat are all external of the 
enclosure so they can be manipulated by the operator.  The final heater box assembly is shown 






Figure 6.5.6 Front view of final heater box 
assembly.  
 

























7.  Design Verification Plan and Report 
The Design Verification chapter will discuss in detail the tests and procedures we performed to verify our 
design meets our specification and criteria, and ultimately the needs of our sponsor. Our tests are 
summarized below in Table 7.1. These tests are elaborated upon further in the chapter. Our completed 
DVPR table can be found in Appendix H. The facilities in which each test was performed, as well as the 
apparatus used, are discussed in the chapter. At the end of the chapter, we discuss the challenges faced 
during the testing phase of the project as well as provide recommendations for future testing.  
 
Table 7.1. Test Summary  
Test Name Summary  Summarized Result 
Process Speed Measure Rate at which we 
Product MTC’s 
Fail 
Tube Failure Rate Measure Percentage of Final 
MTC’s which Retain Seal and 
Shape 
Fail 
Cutting Accuracy Measure Accuracy and 
Repeatability of Primary and 
Secondary Cutters 
Pass 
Cylindrical Tolerance Measure Percentage of Final 
MTC’s which are Within 
Cylindrical Tolerance 
Pass 
Heater Test Ensure Heater can get Sealing 
Disks up to Temperature Within 
Reasonable Distance 
Pass 
7.1 Process Speed 
We chose to measure the rate at which MTC’s could be manufactured as this is a key specification given 
to us by our sponsor. The equipment must be able to produce MTC’s faster than the current method. As this 
test uses the ceramic nanofiber mesh, this test was performed in the MATE fume hood (41-204). We were 
grateful for the support of Dr. Hans Mayer and the MATE department in securing access to this room for 
all necessary tests. This test also required all subsystems (Vacuum table, mandrel, primary and secondary 
cutters) as we needed to replicate the entire process. An image is found in Figure 7.1.1. The image shows 
the mandrel being interfaced with the secondary cutter sealer, a crucial step in the process speed test.  







 Figure 7.1.1. Process Speed Test in Fume Hood  
The test required us to make as many MTC’s as possible in 1 hr. Our specification requires us to exceed 
170 MTC’s per hour. For this, we had to first peel a sheet of mesh, use the primary cutter to create long 
strips, roll the strips with the mandrel into a tube and slice this tube with the secondary cutter.   
We were able to create 10 MTC’s in 4 minutes, which extrapolates to 150 MTC’s/hr. This exceeds the 
current rate of production but does not meet our specification of 170 MTC’s/hr. This showed us that our 
design was unsuccessful, as we were unable to meet the largest criteria of our sponsor.  
Although failing this test, our design has many good features but one major flaw. We obtained a very low 
yield of MTC’s per mandrel. On average, we only obtained 5 MTC’s for one mandrel length, which should 
produce 45. If the yield could be increased, the rate would increase dramatically. The largest reason for low 
yield is the inability to apply uniform pressure throughout the mandrel while interfacing with the secondary 
cutter/sealer. This is evident as we obtained no MTC’s from the middle of the mandrel (where minimal 
pressure could be applied) but some from the ends (where pressure was applied).  
7.2 Tube Failure Rate 
Our tube failure rate test was designed to measure the amount of quality tubes produced in a batch. We 
define this as being dimensionally in specification, not unravelling due to poor sealing, and having 
consistent material properties. This test, like the process speed test described above, was performed in the 
MATE fume hood. The test also used the same equipment, as we needed to test on fully formed tubes. Our 
specification translates a pass to meaning a failure rate of less than 20%.  




We tested a sample size of 10 MTC’s. From this sample, 7 were deemed failures. Of this, the most common 
cause of failure was poor sealing, followed by poor secondary cutting. We were able to calculate several 
statistics based on this test. We found that 70% of the sample size failed, which means that our design failed 





 Figure 7.2.1. MTC Produced 
during Tube Failure Rate Test 
 
Although our design failed this test, it does not mean our design was a failure. The issues can be narrowed 
down to the interaction of the secondary cutter/sealer and the mandrel, and the inability to apply uniform 
pressure along the length of the mandrel. Ideas to combat these issues are discussed in our conclusion.  
7.3 Cutting Accuracy 
This test was designed to measure the ability of our primary cutter to make consistent cuts of mesh, the 
foundation of a solid MTC. We tested the primary cutter’s ability to make repeatable cuts. This is 
highlighted in the DVPR as test 6. Figure 7.3.1 shows use of the primary cutter. We found that it cut better 
after the mesh had been peeled rather than before. During this test, we had trouble using 80-20 for guide 
rails. It was hard to pull the primary cutter with one hand, due to the low tolerances of the rails. We decided 
to switch to more expensive linear bearings for the final build. Figure 6 shows one of the cuts. Also, in 
Figure 6 you can see the quality of some material samples. During peeling, some of the mesh would tear 
and stick to the backing. The test was done with ceramic nanofiber mesh, therefore performed in the MATE 
fume hood. For this test, we only needed to peel and cut the mesh, therefore the only equipment required 
was the vacuum table and primary cutter. 
  






Figure 7.3.1. Cutting Accuracy Test 
7.4 Cylindrical Tolerance 
The cylindricity of the MTC’s is an important metric for our sponsor, as this can have a large impact on the 
performance of the filter. Therefore, we designed this test to ensure the cylindrical tolerance of our tubes is 
within specification. Our specification dictates that at least 80% of formed MTC’s must be able to roll down 
a 45-degree plane with no assistance. Again, this test is performed using MTC’s made of ceramic 
nanofibers, so it was performed in the fume hood. This test only requires a 45-degree slope, which was 
made of an acrylic sheet stacked using books.   
We tested 3 tubes, of which all were able to roll down the slope. Based on our specification, our design 
passed this test. Although theoretically passed, it is important to consider that this test had a very small 
sample size due to the low yield of MTC’s. If the sample size was larger, the results may vary.  
7.5 Heater Test 
It was important for us to verify our heater would work, and for us to place it in a suitable location. For this, 
we devised a test to measure the temperature of the sealing disks at different distances away from the heater. 
The heater was operated at a steady state temperature of 500C. We recorded the blade temperature at four 
different blade distances from the heater and generated the plot, shown in Figure 7.5.1.   







 Figure 7.5.1. Results of Heater Test  
The glass transition temperature of the material is 180C, therefore we selected the distance to be 5.5 cm. 




 Figure 7.5.2. Heater Test  
7.6 Challenges  
Throughout the testing process, we faced many challenges. One logistical issue was that all our tests 
required us to use the ceramic nanofiber mesh provided to us by our sponsor. This meant that they had to 
be performed in the MATE fume hood due to the airborne particle risk that is present with nanofiber 
materials. It was difficult for us to coordinate time with the MATE department to test in the fume hood, and 
the fume hood presented space constraints not experienced by our sponsors. To improve this process, it 
would have been easier if Cal Poly reclassified the material to not have an airborne hazard, as is the case 
with our sponsor. This would mean we could test in an environment more like that in which the equipment 
will be used and wouldn’t need to coordinate with other departments to use their space.   




7.7 Future Testing  
Time constraints meant that we could not perform every test possible. One test we thought of but did not 
test was a test measuring the mechanical properties of the finished MTC’s. If we could measure the 
properties of the finished product, it may be possible to refine the process further to optimize mechanical 
properties. However, this would be hard, as the design of the MTC is not finalized, therefore researchers 
do not know the optimal properties needed.   
8 Project Management 
As with any engineering project, management of time and budget was crucial. The following chapter 
discusses how we tackled these logistical issues 
8.1 Meetings 
In order to maintain good communication with the project sponsors, weekly meetings were scheduled via 
Microsoft Teams. During these meetings, a pre-determined agenda was followed, and any issues or 
concerns were promptly discussed. Furthermore, meetings served as a time to gain feedback on current 
research, concepts, and testing data.  
8.2 Gantt Chart 
For personal accountability, a Gantt chart was generated using the platform TeamGantt. The Gantt chart 
can be found in Attachment B. On the Gantt chart, all tasks are scheduled, and each student was given 
ownership of a task. In addition, each task is linked to other dependent tasks, giving a clear outlook of future 
goals.  
In making the Gantt chart, a timeline for the key product deliverables was created. This can be found in 
Table 5.1.  
Table 5.1. Key Project Deliverables 
Deliverable Description Due Date 
Manufacturing and Test Review Manufacturing Test Review in Lab 6/3/2021 
Senior Project Expo Senior Project Expo 11/18/2021 
Submit FDR to Sponsor Submit FDR Report to LLNL 12/2/2021 
 
 




8.3 Weekly Status Review 
Weekly status review’s (WSR) were also completed and discussed with the project advisor, Ms. Eileen 
Rossman. By completing WSR’s, the project maintained a steady timeline and any issues were brought up 
at least once per week. Also included in the WSR was a review of goals for the past week, as well as the 
goals for the next week. It was important for these goals to be S.M.A.R.T. goals: Specific, Measurable, 
Achievable, Realistic and Timely. S.M.A.R.T. goals which allowed the team to have a realistic 
understanding of where we lie in the project scope, as well as providing tasks that pushed the project along 
week by week.  
8.4 Budget 
The total budget for this project was $10,732.72. This value does not include the preliminary amount that 
Cal Poly takes at the start of the project. Funding for the project was provided by Lawrence Livermore 
National Laboratory. Of this, we spent $4656.71, meaning we were significantly underbudget. Our budget 
allocated $4,135 for machine shop supplies and materials, as well as $800 for shop tech time. This funding 
was not used. The project expenditure could have been lower, however we often purchased cheaper 
components  
Our materials were procured with the help of Dr. Hans Meyer, to whom we sent shopping lists of items we 
wanted to buy. We specified part, purpose, price and product number for each item, as well as vendor. For 
other parts purchased by us as students, receipts were kept, and we were reimbursed.  
9. Conclusion and Recommendations 
This document presents our solution to solve the automated mini tubular ceramic manufacturing issue posed 
by our sponsors, Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory. The document first outlines the background 
research performed to help fully understand the problem, allowing for a clear understanding of the task at 
hand. We then show the process of narrowing the scope of the project, before presenting our research. From 
this research, we were able to develop a problem statement, and create a set of customer needs and wants. 
These needs and wants were turned into specifications and criteria for the final design, as found in our QFD 
(Appendix A).  
With our problem solidified and goals set, we were able to confidently begin our concept creation process. 
The problem was functionally decomposed, and ideation sessions were performed to find solutions for each 
base function identified. Pugh matrices were used to filter through these ideas, and before full system level 
concepts were created. We used a weighted decision matrix to help us select the best system level concept 
and steer our design direction.  
Once our final concept was chosen, we performed engineering analysis on the design. We created a CAD 
model to demonstrate the key components of the design and help gauge critical dimensions. We also 
performed testing with a functional prototype of key mechanisms within the design. This included testing 
our vacuum mandrel’s ability to roll plastic and our cutter arrangement.  
We then presented our final design, going into detail on the functionality, manufacturing, and testing of 
each component. Our design is broken up into four subsystems – the vacuum table, primary cutter, vacuum 
mandrel, and secondary cutter / sealer. In the report, we explain how each of these subsystems work together 




to solve the issue of MTC production. We briefly touch on the safety concerns and maintenance capability 
of our product, before discussing the financials of the final design. In this, we estimated that the production 
of the final design would cost $2500. The results of the testing performed on our project are then presented, 
using numerical data where appropriate. In this, we also discuss challenges in testing and our 
recommendations for future testing.  
This project was a success for the most part – we were able to make several MTC’s at a rate which could 
exceed that of the current process. Each subsystem was on its own a success, but we faced adversity in 
unifying each subsystem. The largest source of problem was the interaction between the mandrel and the 
secondary cutter sealer. It was difficult to maintain pressure on the mandrel while rotating, causing for a 
poor seal and cut. Thus, there was a very low yield per mandrel of MTC’s.  
Part of this problem may be due to the material. If the material had a higher electrostatic attraction, meaning 
it would stick to itself, then less pressure would be needed. In addition, if the material was less tough it 
would be easier to cut. A mechanical solution to this problem would be to devise a mechanism that applies 
uniform pressure to the mandrel. This may be some sort of spring-loaded contraption, which forces the 
mandrel in place while the operator provides rotation.  
Another recommendation would be automation. At the beginning of this project, our sponsor outlined the 
need for a solid process. We firmly believe that with a small amount of fine tuning our process can create 
MTC’s at a very high rate with a high yield. Simple automation can be added to further increase this rate. 
Linear actuators can be used on the primary cutter, and motors can be used to rotate the mandrel and 
secondary cutter sealer.  
Above all else, this project has been a remarkable learning experience for all involved. As students, taking 
this project from an idea to a fully functional prototype has taught us lessons in design, manufacturing, 
testing and project management. We have also been able to provide feedback to our sponsor to help them 
learn about the performance of the material samples. Faculty at Cal Poly have also learned about the facility 
requirements for testing the material and the logistics of organizing this project. We want to thank all 
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In appendix C, we display the slides generated from our Jamboard during ideation session. An image 
showing each of our main functions, sub-functions, and basic functions is found in Figure 4.1.1 within the 
Functional Decomposition of the Concept Design chapter of this document.  Also, our Jam board ideation 
session for solutions to the basic function “cuts laterally” can be found in Figure 4.1.2 of the same 
chapter.  The remaining slides from our functional decomposition are found below in figures 1 through 7. 
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Figure 3. Jamboard for initiating contact between mesh and rolling surface 
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Figure 4. Jamboard for rolling the mesh into cylindrical shape 
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Figure 6. Jamboard for methods to maintain cylindricity of tube 
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Figure 7. Jamboard for methods to allow contact between sealing device and tube 
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We made low resolution prototypes to aid in communication of ideas, increase our number of ideas and 
test the feasibility of some concepts. These prototypes were made from common household materials. 
Images of the models are found in figures 1 through 4 below.  
 
Figure 1. Strip Punching Mechanism. This model tests the features “cuts laterally” and “cuts vertically” 
within the “cuts mesh” heading from our functional decomposition.  The concept stems from the idea to 
use a “punching mechanism during our ideation session to perform the “cuts laterally” function.  The 
process consists of punching the small rectangle (acting as a nanofiber strip template) through the cavity in 
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Figure 2. Crank Mandrel Rolling This model tests the feature “forms cylinder” within the “rolls mesh” 
heading from our functional decomposition.  Crank Mandrel Rolling Technique. This model tests the 
feature “forms cylinder” within the “rolls mesh” heading from our functional decomposition.  The concept 
reinforces the idea of rolling the nanofiber material around a mandrel.  We made the crank from a popsicle 
stick and corks to allow for testing. As seen, it was able to wind the plastic wrap. The mechanism will be 
automated, eliminating the requirement for a person to manually crank the mandrel. made a crank from a 
popsicle stick and corks to allow for us to test out the rolling process.  As seen, it was able to roughly roll 
a sheet of plastic wrap, reassuring us that the with a higher resolution model, our rolling procedure should 
be manageable with much better results.  Ideally, the rolling operation will be automated, eliminating the 
requirement for a person to manually crank the mandrel. However, a higher resolution crank will allow us 
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Figure 3. Air Powered Tube Release. This model tests the feature “release from roller” within the “rolls 
mesh” heading from our functional decomposition.  The concept draws from a pair of ideas we came up 
with during our ideation session: “air nozzles” and “internal mandrel fan”.  The idea is to loosen the rolled 
MTCs from the vacuum mandrel using air.  This requires a method for the air to contact the inside of the  
cylinder, which we accomplished using holes in the straw that were made with an Xacto knife.  The concept 
requires the end opposite of the one connected to the vacuum pump to be closed off.  This allows all the air 
entering the mandrel to exit through the small holes along its length. The holes along the vacuum mandrel 
can also be used to promote suction when we are anchoring the rolled material to the vacuum mandrel. 
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Figure 4. Pivoting Strip Sealer. This model tests the features “maintain mesh in cylindrical form” and 
“contact with tube” within the heading “maintain mesh in cylindrical form” from our functional 
decomposition.  The concept draws from a pair of ideas from our ideation session regarding using a “heating 
iron” and having the mechanism “swing into place”.  The wire in this mechanism acts as a piece of metal 
that would be heated and then placed on the seam of the cylinder marking the end of the rolling operation.  
This concentrated heat would melt the polymer portion of the polymer ceramic and result in a sealed 
cylinder.  The model swings into place by rotating about the skewer that is placed within the straw.  The 
corks act as knobs for the user to hold onto.  
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The Morphological Matrix is found in Figure 1. 
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ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MATERIAL
1 8 P100 BLADE HOLDER ASSEMBLY
2 1 P301 3/8" 36" MODIFIED FROM
MC1555T133
STEEL
3 3 MC6435K13 3/16" SHAFT COLLAR STEEL
4 2 P200 LINEAR RAIL ASSEMBLY STEEL






ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MATERIAL
1 2 MC90480A005 4-40 HEX NUT ZINC
2 2 MC91251A115 4-40 SOCKET HEAD
SCREW
STEEL
3 2 92141A005 4  FLAT WASHER STAINLESS
STEEL
4 1 P101 BLADE HOLDER BODY PLA
5 1 MC98381A473 1/8" X 3/4" DOWEL PIN STEEL
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2. FDM 3D PRINTED
3. MATERIAL:PLA

































ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MATERIAL
1 1 MC6709K531 23MMX460MM LINEAR RAIL STEEL
2 2 MC91290A332 M6-30MM SCREW STEEL
3 1 MC6709K16 LINEAR RAIL CARRAGE STEEL










1) 2 P200 ASSEMBLIES EXIST IN THE
OVERALL ASSEMBLY
2) ALL OF THE PARTS ARE USED AS
PURCHASED















ITEM QTY PART NUMBER DESCRIPTION MATERIAL
1 1 P301 3/8" 36" MODIFIED FROM
MC1555T133
STEEL
2 3 MC6435K13 3/16" SHAFT COLLAR STEEL
3 2 P200 LINEAR RAIL ASSEMBLY STEEL
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2. MODIFIED FROM 38" MC MASTERCAR
SHAFT













(3mm) NOTE:1) FOR DIMENTIONS SEE PARTS P302A AND P302B






















1. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED DIMS IN
MM
2. MATERIAL: 3/16" LOW CARBON STEEL
TOLERANCE: DICTATED BY LIMITATION
OF WATERJET





















1. UNLESS OTHERWISE NOTED DIMS IN
MM
2. MATERIAL: 3/16" LOW CARBON STEEL
TOLERANCE: DICTATED BY LIMITATION
OF WATERJET
2 OF THIS PART WERE MADE
NUMBER
PART
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Item QTY Part Number Description
1 1 M110 Push to
connect
2 1 M111 Compressing
fitting
3 1 M112 Coupling
4 1 M113 Vacuum hose
5 1 M102 Handle
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· MATERIAL PLA PLASTIC
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Congratulations on your receipt of the Mini Tubular Ceramic Rolling, Cutting 
and Sealing Device (MTC-RCSD). This device, custom designed for researchers 
at Lawrence Livermore National Laboratory (LLNL), allows operators to 
efficiently, accurately, and reliably create MTC’s of various sizes, perfect for 
experimental research.  
 
The MTC-RCSD consists of four main components: 
• Vacuum Table 
• Vacuum Mandrel 
• Primary Cutter 
• Secondary Cutter 
These components work together to peel ceramic mesh from its backing, cut the 
mesh into long strips of a desired length, roll the mesh into one long tube, cut this 
tube into smaller tubes and seal these tubes to prevent unravelling.  
 
Also included in the system is a 120V vacuum pump. This pump is connected to 
both the mandrel and the table via a series of hoses. The flow can be diverted 
between the table and the mandrel by using the brass valve located in the piping 
network. To turn off the vacuum system, the pump has a toggle switch on the 
electrical power supply. 
 
To seal the tubes, an electric heater is used to heat up the secondary cutter blades 
and sealing disks which seal the tube circumferentially. The heater is a 120V 
Tempco ceramic heater and can reach a surface temperature of 624°C.  
 
A labelled layout of the overall system is included below in Figure 1.1. Further 
figures detail several components of the RCSD.  
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There are various safety precautions needed to take before setting up the 
equipment and while the equipment is in use. While in use, the following Personal 
Protective Equipment (PPE) must be worn: 
• Safety glasses 
• Heat resistant gloves 
• Nitrile gloves 
• Closed toe shoes 
 
In addition, there are various hazards unique to each subsystem. These hazards 
are critical to understand in order to ensure safe operation of the MTC-RCSD.  
 
Sharp Edges 
Both the primary and secondary cutter consist of circular blades which can cause 
injury. Never touch blades directly unless wearing suitable hand protection.  
 
Heat 
The secondary cutter utilizes an electric ceramic heater in order to seal the 
MTC’s. The ceramic heater can reach surface temperatures of up to 624°C, which 
can cause burns. In addition, the metallic reflector behind the heater can reach 
similar temperatures. The secondary cutter assembly will be operated at a 
temperature of 180°C. Do not touch any of these surfaces when powered. Ensure 
power is disconnected and temperature has decreased to less than 50°C before 




Both the vacuum pump and secondary cutter utilize 120V power for intended use. 
Before each use, examine all electrical cables for signs of damage. Never touch 
exposed wires. This may cause burns or electrocution. Report to certified 
electrician if damage is suspected. Do not expose electrical equipment to 
moisture. This may cause sparks or fire.  
 
   
 





The following chapter outlines the steps to safely and correctly set up your new 
MTC-RCSD.  
 
1. Locate a suitable space to keep the equipment. The MTC-RCSD requires 
two 120V outlets. Keep away from wet or damp areas, as well as areas with 
high amounts of airborne debris.  
 
2. Once a suitable location has been found, carefully unbox and unwrap 
components. Take extra precaution with the vacuum mandrel, as it can 
easily be bent. The straightness of the mandrel is critical for a high-quality 
finished product. Place each component on a clean dry surface. 
 
3. Connect hoses to both vacuum mandrel and table using supplied tubing 
and push-to-connect adapters. Examine pump for signs of wear or damage. 
Plug in vacuum pump to outlet and use toggle switch to turn it on. Ensure 
air is being pulled through either the table or the mandrel using a light piece 
of material (e.g., tissue). Once verified, use brass valve to divert flow to 
the other component. Again, ensure air is being pulled through component. 
Use the toggle switch to power off pump. 
 
4. Examine ceramic heater for signs of wearing or damage. Examine heater 
electrical connections for signs of wear or damage. Plug in heater to outlet. 
Turn rheostat to desired setting. Flip the switch to the on position. At this 
time power should be flowing through the heater. Use included IR 
thermometer to measure temperature of ceramic heater from a reasonable 
distance. Ensure that heater reaches a steady state temperature of 
approximately 500°C. Turn rheostat down and unplug. Ensure heater is 
cool before touching by using IR thermometer.  
 
Note: If no power is flowing through the heater after the above steps  
were executed, the fuse within the fuse box may be blown.  Check the  








   
 





1. Make sure appropriate PPE is worn. Briefly examine the system for 
damage.  
 
2. Align primary cutter blades using measurement guide. By looking straight 
on to each blade holder the tick marks of the ruler can be seen through the 
small gap for the blade. To determine the proper spacing multiply the 
desired number of wraps by 12.5 mm or 0.5in to get the desired distance 
between the blades. To have a more precise measurement rotate the blades 
to face up and measure with calipers. Take caution and avoid unnecessary 
touching the blades.  
 
3. Turn on heater by plugging in the electrical cable, turning the rheostat to 
the desired position, and flipping the switch to the on position. Verify 
desired temperature is reached by aiming the IR thermometer at the 
secondary cutter assembly.   
 
Note: If no power is flowing through the heater after the above steps  
were executed, the fuse within the fuse box may be blown.  Check the  
fuse, replace if necessary, and repeat the steps above. 
 
4. Turn on vacuum pump by plugging in electrical cable and pressing toggle 
switch. Ensure flow is diverted to vacuum table. Place ceramic mesh 
material on the vacuum table, ensuring the backing film is face up. Verify 
mesh is being held on table. Use painters' tape to seal any holes on the 
vacuum table surface not covered by the mesh. This will ensure adequate 
suction is provided to the mesh. When all the holes are covered up you 
should hear an audible change in the sound of the pump.  See Figure 2.2 
for what the vacuum table should look like prior to the backing is peeled 
from the mesh. 
   
 




Figure 2.2. Vacuum Table Prepared for Peeling of the Backing.  
 
5. Carefully peel off the backing, starting at one corner moving in the 
direction of the adjacent corner. If the mesh begins to rise, press it down 
against the vacuum table. It may be necessary to begin peeling using a 
scalpel. Dispose of backing according to lab guidelines. This is shown in 
Figure 2.3. 
 
Figure 2.3. Peeling mesh backing 
 
6. After placing the wooden paddle across the top of the blade holders, pull 
the primary cutter across the mesh while maintaining pressure on the 
cutters. Ensure a clean cut has been made, as seen in Figure 2.4. 
 
   
 




Figure 2.4. Result of primary cutting 
 
7. Ensure vacuum mandrel connections are tight and that the mandrel cap is 
secure. Using the brass valve, divert air flow from the table to the vacuum 
mandrel. Place the mandrel on the edge of one strip, making sure the 
mandrel is placed parallel with the cut. Using painters’ tape, make sure any 
holes not covered by the mesh are sealed to allow for full suction.  
 
8. Press the mandrel against the mesh, allowing for full suction. Roll the 
mandrel towards the remaining mesh on the strip, making sure that 
complete suction is maintained throughout. It may be necessary to 
manipulate the rolling if there are deformities within the material, the 
suction or the mandrel. Roll the mesh by holding the mandrel from either 
side. The final should be result should be similar to that seen in Figure 2.5. 
 
   
 




Figure 2.5.  Rolling mesh on mandrel  
 
9. Once the strip has been rolled, carefully move the mandrel to the secondary 
cutter assembly. By holding the mandrel from either end, carefully rotate 
the mandrel against the blades while maintaining pressure. Figure 2.6 
shows this process. Visually verify that the desired cutting action is taking 
place.  
   
 




Figure 2.6. Cutting and sealing operations 
 
10. After a complete cut has been made, continue to rotate the mandrel while 
applying pressure to ensure a full seal has been established. Once complete, 
turn off the heater by first turning down the rheostat and then unplugging 
the supply.  
 
 
Figure 2.7. Result of Cutting and Sealing operations 
 
11. Turn off the vacuum pump by pressing the toggle switch. Remove the end 
cap of the mandrel. Gently slide the formed MTC’s off the mandrel into a 
crucible.  
 
12. Place the end cap back on the mandrel. Return to storage. Ensure 
equipment is clean and ready for next use.  
   
 





It is important to ensure that your new MTC-RCSD is kept in good working order 
to ensure the highest quality MTC’s.  
 
Before each use 
• Check electrical cables for signs of damage 
• Check air connections for signs of damage 
• Check blades for clogged mesh 
 
Daily 
• Check primary and secondary blade condition for signs of wear 
 
Weekly 
• Clean vacuum table by lightly misting a clean cloth with water and 
wiping visible surfaces 
• Clean vacuum mandrel by lightly misting a clean cloth with water and 
wiping visible surfaces 
• Reapply light coat of Teflon spray to mandrel after cleaning 
• Check primary cutter blade holders for signs of damage and replace when 
necessary 
• Disassemble secondary cutter and check for damage. Clean components 
by lightly misting a clean cloth with water and wiping visible surfaces.  
 
Primary Cutter Blade Replacement 
 
Begin by removing the shaft from the supports by loosening shaft collars. Undo 
the fasteners on blade holders and slide off shaft. Press out dowel pin to free 
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Consumer Parts List  
 
Most of the parts contained within the RCSD are custom and can be 
manufactured based on included drawing package.  
 
For high wear components purchased from suppliers, the following table can be 
used to obtain spares or replacements. 
 
Component Supplier Supplier Item # 
Heater Tempco CRB10020 
Pump McMaster - Carr 4299K1 
Blades Amazon B08HHGVHH8 
 


















   
 





Q: Why is the heater not turning on? 
A: Make sure correct setup steps were followed. If power still does not flow, the 
fuse within the fuse box may be blown.  Check the fuse, replace if necessary, and 
repeat the steps above. 
 
Q: My MTC’s are loose and the cut is not great. What happened? 
A: Make sure that pressure is maintained against the secondary cutter sealer while 
performing operation. If mesh is loosely wrapped on mandrel, it may be necessary 
to tape the ends in order to create a mechanical seal.  
 
Q: Why won’t the mesh won’t stick to the table when I try and peel the backing? 
A: Make sure any holes not covered by the mesh are covered by painters’ tape. 
This will increase vacuum pressure to the mesh and hold it securely.  
 
Q: The primary cutter isn’t producing clean cuts, why is that? 
A: The blades of the cutter may be dull, refer to the maintenance chapter for 
replacement. The blade holders may have work, changing the fitment of the 
blades. More holders can be 3D printed using provided CAD files. The vacuum 
table may not be functioning properly, refer to above Q&A.  
 
Q: The MTC’s aren’t coming off the mandrel 















   
 





For all other issues or questions not discussed in this manual, please reach out to  
 
 Daniel Freeman 
 (805) 550 7756 
 danfreeman98@gmail.com 
 
 Leo Taranta Slack 
 (510) 926 7954 
 tarantaslack@gmail.com 
 
 Hunter Brooks 
 (707) 570 9271 
 hbhunterbrooks@gmail.com 
